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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In July 2021, The New York Times (NYT) published the hit piece,  "The Most InCuential Spreader

of Coronavirus Misinformation Online," in which they made several blatantly false claims about

me. Now, the NYT is upping the ante with an entire documentary dedicated to yours truly, titled

"Superspreader."

Ever since my book "The Truth About COVID-19" came out, the global cabal seems to have lost

their collective minds. The New York Times has printed demonstrably false information about me

on multiple occasions, CNN reporters have invaded my oQce and pursued me on my bicycle with

unmarked vehicles, the president of the United States has utilized his federal agencies to target

me — and my personal and business bank accounts were closed.

Twitter has banned anyone from sharing any link to my website, YouTube banned my account with

over 15 years of content, while Facebook and Google have done everything possible to make me

disappear. It certainly would be much easier to cave under the pressure, but if we don't stand up

for our rights and freedom now — when will it be too late? I will continue 'superspreading' truth and

health until my last days.

NYT Hit Parade Continues With 'Superspreader'

In an August 5, 2022, TV review, Alex Reif writes:

"News can spread like a virus. In our fast-paced world, it doesn't take long for either to

spread around, which is why it's so important to get your information from a good source.

In the latest installment of the FX series The New York Times Presents, viewers will get a

perfect example of this with 'Superspreader,' which takes a look at one doctor with a

massive following, who is credited as being the top spreader of misinformation regarding

the COVID-19 and vaccine in the wellness industry ...

One of the pre-credit notes at the end of the documentary states that FDA Commissioner

Robert Califf considers misinformation to be the leading cause of death in the country

and because of this ...

[A]nother highlight of the Plm is an interview with Imran Ahmed, CEO of the Center for

Encountering Digital Hate who ranked Mercola at the top of 'The Disinformation Dozen,' a

numbers-based list of the twelve most inUuential people leading the COVID-19 anti-

vaccination effort.

We also see how Mercola was de-platformed by several social media companies and how

that hasn't done all that much to stop the spread of misinformation.

At face value, The New York Times Presents 'Superspreader' is about Dr. Joseph Mercola,

the empire he built, and the people who believe everything he says without question. But

what viewers ultimately walk away with is a reminder that if something seems too good to

be true, it most surely is."

The NYT documentary premieres Friday, August 19, 2022, at 10 p.m. Eastern and 10 p.m. Paci^c

time, on FX and Hulu.

Truth Tellers Are Being Vindicated Every Day

In the NYT's July 2021 hit piece, the author, Sheera Frenkel, cited an article I'd published in which

she says I questioned "the legal de^nition of vaccines" and declared the COVID shots were "a

medical fraud," for the simple reason that they don't prevent infections, they don't provide

immunity and don't stop transmission of the infection.

According to Frenkel, that was misinformation. According to the U.S. government and its "experts,"

the COVID jabs worked like any other vaccine. Check out the short video above for a sampling of

what Bill Gates, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, mainstream media, Dr. Anthony

Fauci and President Biden were saying about the shots in early 2021.

The clear message — the promise — was that if you got the shots, you would not get COVID and

you would not transmit it to others. Getting the population "vaccinated" would end the pandemic,

for sure. Fast-forward to today, and the reality of the situation is beyond self-evident.

“ In February 2021, I warned that a medical fraud
was being committed, and today, evidence from
around the world show I was correct.”

Biden, fully vaxxed and boosted has had COVID twice. Ditto for Fauci and a long list of government

oQcials around the world. Outbreaks have repeatedly occurred at events where every single

person present was fully vaxxed. So, the reality is that, back in February 2021, I warned that a

medical fraud was being committed, and today, evidence from around the world show I was

correct.

The shots do not prevent you from being infected, and they don't prevent you from spreading it to

others. As such, the COVID shots do not function as a vaccine at all, and mass vaccination cannot

end the pandemic because you're just as infectious if you get the shot and contract COVID as you

would be if you were unjabbed.

Yet, despite the fact that time has vindicated me, the NYT has decided to double down and put out

an entire documentary to cement the "superspreader of misinformation" label to my name when it

really should be permanently attached to their own. It probably is important to note that they

started their efforts on this video last year, in 2021.

'Easily Disprovable' Assertions Are in Fact True

In her 2021 hit piece, Frenkel also highlighted my comments about the COVID shots' ability to

"alter your genetic coding, essentially turning you into a bioweapon spike protein factory that has

no off-switch." According to Frenkel, these assertions "were easily disprovable."

But did she disprove them? No. Here's the reality: mRNA vaccines are by de^nition a genetic

instruction set. That's what messenger RNA (mRNA) is. And the mRNA created by P^zer or

Moderna are synthetic instructions that have never before existed in humans.

This is true for a variety of reasons, but the primary one is the substitution of pseudouridine for

uridine to prevent the mRNA from being degraded. Natural mRNA is normally rapidly destroyed

and this is by design as your body is very precise about producing proteins and does not produce

them willy-nilly.

So is there an off switch? Absolutely not. There's no off-switch programmed into these jabs. They

are relying on your body's normal degradation systems. The biotech industry has even referred to

this reprogramming of your body as turning you into a "human bioreactor."

If an off-switch existed, the manufacturers would have assured us of that fact by now. In fact, they

probably would have used the existence of a timed off-switch as the justi^cation for boosters, but

that has never come up. We know for sure that the mRNA jabs last at least 60 days and that is all

we have for hard data. They more than likely last for six months and in some cases could last for

years.

Asking Pointed, Nuanced Questions Is Bad?

Next, Frenkel went on to state that:

"When the coronavirus hit last year, Dr. Mercola jumped on the news, with posts

questioning the origins of the disease. In December, he used a study that examined mask-

wearing by doctors to argue that masks did not stop the spread of the virus ...

[R]ather than directly stating online that vaccines don't work, Dr. Mercola's posts often ask

pointed questions about their safety and discuss studies that other doctors have refuted.

Facebook and Twitter have allowed some of his posts to remain up with caution labels,

and the companies have struggled to create rules to pull down posts that have nuance ..."

So, I not only committed the "sin" of correctly warning people about the vaccine fraud committed,

and had the audacity to follow science and reference published research, but I was also guilty of

the "crime" of asking pointed, nuanced questions?

When merely asking questions is deemed a dangerous, if not criminal, act, you know you're living

under an authoritarian regime. It's certainly far outside the accepted norms of "democracy" and

"freedom" that the United States has been a beacon of since its inception.

Ineptitude at Its Finest

Further on in her hit piece, Frenkel makes a truly crucial error that no respectable journalist would

ever dare make:

"In an email, Dr. Mercola said it was 'quite peculiar to me that I am named as the #1

superspreader of misinformation.' Some of his Facebook posts were only liked by

hundreds of people, he said, so he didn't understand 'how the relatively small number of

shares could possibly cause such calamity to Biden's multibillion dollar vaccination

campaign.'

The efforts against him are political, Dr. Mercola added, and he accused the White House

of 'illegal censorship by colluding with social media companies.' He did not address

whether his coronavirus claims were factual.

'I am the lead author of a peer reviewed publication regarding vitamin D and the risk of

COVID-19 and I have every right to inform the public by sharing my medical research,' he

said. He did not identify the publication, and The Times was unable to verify his claim."

The problem with Frenkel's assertion is that I did identify the publication. In fact, I emailed her the

direct link. So, she lied. Secondly, my paper is beyond easy to locate. Just put my name into

PubMed and you'll ^nd it. Believe it or not, you can even ^nd it using the most biased search

engine on earth, Google.

Daniel Engber, senior editor at the typically highly progressive mainstream media outlet, The

Atlantic, commented on Frenkel's clear ineptitude or malicious prevarication in a tweet:

"A truly bizarre moment in the NYT piece on Joseph Mercola ... you can literally verify the

existence of this peer-reviewed publication in one second via googling.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33142828/"

Legal Notice Sent to NYT

July 26, 2021, my attorneys sent the following legal notice to Frenkel at the NYT, demanding a

retraction of her false statements:

"Dear Ms. Frenkel,

The undersigned law Prm represents Dr. Joseph Mercola in connection with the attached

article that was widely published on July 24, 2021. We are providing notice that you have

made several false and defamatory statements in this article:

1. You identiPed that you could not validate that Dr. Mercola published a peer reviewed study

on Vitamin D in the severity of COVID-19. Dr. Mercola provided the direct link in response

to you (attached) and any journalist or fact checker would simply Pnd the study by

searching "Mercola" in PubMed.

2. Your article falsely states Dr. Mercola has been Pned "millions" by the FDA. This is

completely fabricated, Dr. Mercola has never been Pned by the FDA.

... On behalf of Dr. Mercola, we hereby demand you immediately retract the article. We

also request that you preserve all communications and documents that relate to Dr.

Mercola."

Where's the Proof That I Am the 'No. 1' Misinformant?

To this day, the NYT insists I'm the No.1 spreader of misinformation online, based on the

fabrications of a group called Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH) — a "foreign dark money

group," to quote Missouri Sen. Josh Hawley,  which sprang out of nowhere to create lists of people

to be censored into oblivion.

The CCDH's data gathering is so questionable, even ultra-biased Facebook ended up publicly

criticizing it. In an August 18, 2021, Facebook report, Monika Bickert, vice president of Facebook

content policy, set the record straight:

"In recent weeks, there has been a debate about whether the global problem of COVID-19

vaccine misinformation can be solved simply by removing 12 people from social media

platforms. People who have advanced this narrative contend that these 12 people are

responsible for 73% of online vaccine misinformation on Facebook. There isn't any

evidence to support this claim …

In fact, these 12 people are responsible for about just 0.05% of all views of vaccine-

related content on Facebook. This includes all vaccine-related posts they've shared,

whether true or false, as well as URLs associated with these people."

At the time that Frenkel made her accusations, a Crowdtangle search for Facebook posts about

the COVID jabs, from mid-June to mid-July 2021, also con^rmed that my online reach was

negligible. Topping the list of top performing Facebook posts expressing negative views about the

COVID jabs was Candace Owens, followed by the mainstream news outlet ABC World News

Tonight.

The befuddling reality here is that most of the people identi^ed as "top spreaders of

misinformation" actually have negligible reach — at least compared to the people on this

Crowdtangle list. None of the CCDH's "top vaccine misinformants" are on the list above, and our

reach certainly has not improved or expanded since then.

If You're Targeted, You're On-Target

This naturally raises the question, why were we targeted in the ^rst place? Is it because we have

high credibility from being one of the ^rst natural health sites on the web with the most followers?

Is it because we've spent a quarter of a century gaining people's trust by mostly being correct

about the health care system and criminal Big Pharma behavior?

Is it because we, more than others, have well-established credibility and are directly over the

target? Is it because we have the experience and know-how to make accurate predictions? Is it

because we see and explain the bigger picture?

Or is it some other reason entirely? It's a mystery, really, but what is clear is that we've been

deemed a threat to the oQcial propaganda narrative, and I, for whatever reason, am at the very top

of that threat identi^cation list. Well, I've said this before, and I'll say it again: I'm beyond truly

honored to have been widely disparaged by one of the arms of the U.S. military and intelligence

operations.

Being targeted in this fashion — tedious as it may be — is in fact a badge of honor. It tells me I'm

doing the right thing, and that I've not misinterpreted the intentions behind the COVID

machinations. More so than any intuition, it tells me I'm on target.

In the bright light of undeniable reality — as it is, a year later — it's clear that Frenkel's hit piece has

not aged well. I doubt the NYT's "Superspreader" documentary will fare much better. In the ^nal

analysis, if you want any hope of controlling your health, and that of your family, you'd be wise to

understand legacy media speaks in Orwellian Doublespeak and reality is the opposite of virtually

everything they are telling you.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,029 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Thanks for the warning but I don't think it will make a jot of difference to those of us who are already awake.  As we've seen on many
demonstration placards ... "the virus is the media". Wouldn't a documentary on that be good. The advertisers, (mainly big pharma) have the
major newspapers by the scruff of the neck and are forcing them to write what they order. ....."All the papers that matter live off their
advertisements and the advertisers exercise an indirect censorship over news" George Orwell Interesting fact: apparently 91% of NY Times
subscribers identify as Democrats. Just saying ...
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Yes, TheOrage, true viruses emerge from the deep state, many forces emerge that imprint the current tyranny of information. We
have true lovers of power and money among the leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the institutional entities, the information
media moved by the strings of big capital. They are psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by uncaring, sel^sh and
irresponsible criminal parasites. First of all a big shout out to Dr. Mercola that despite the fact that his own life has been threatened
by cronies associated with billionaire eugenicist Bill Gates, Dr. Mercola continues to ^ght bravely to defend his reputation from being
tarnished by news criminals false ones that lie about him and try to prevent the public from hearing what he really says.

Dr. Mercola's work has saved countless lives, his valuable insights have empowered people with the tools they need to take control
of their health and avoid falling prey to the death spiral of vaccines and drugs that feed the pharmaceutical ma^a throughout the
world. change of suffering, illness and death of people. As Dr. Mercola stated: The failures of the conventional paradigm have been
exposed in the last two years. Both prevention and treatment of COVID-19 were deemed “impossible,” but those who listened to
better judgment, used treatment protocols early, and recovered know this is an outright lie and can no longer be fooled.
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Humanity needs independent journalists like Sharyl Attkisson who also had a great initiative to bring to light what the FDA and the
CDC are hiding about the real risks of the vaccine. Investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known cases of Covid-19
“vaccine” injuries and deaths in an updated list on her website.
sharylattkisson.com/2021/09/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..   (08/05/2022) DHS: HERE IS A LIST OF TOP COVID
MISINFORMATION SPREADERS YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE ASAP DHS is now going after COVID misinformation spreaders
considering them terrorist threats. Here's my list of people I think they should be investigating.
stevekirsch.substack.com/p/dhs-here-is-a-list-of-top-covid-misinformat..  (02/08/2022)
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NYT Smears Me Again With Classic Orwellian Doublespeak
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

In July 2021, The New York Times (NYT) published the hit piece, “The Most InCuential Spreader of Coronavirus Misinformation Online,” in

which they made several blatantly false claims about me

)

In the NYT’s July 2021 hit piece, the author, Sheera Frenkel, cited an article I’d published in which I declared the COVID shots a medical fraud,

as they don’t prevent infection, provide immunity or stop transmission. According to Frenkel, that was misinformation

)

In early 2021, Bill Gates, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, mainstream media, Dr. Anthony Fauci and President Biden all said that

if you got the shots, you would not get COVID and you would not transmit it to others. Fast-forward to today, and the reality of the situation is

self-evident. The shots do not prevent infection or spread. Biden and Fauci, both double jabbed and boosted, have themselves admitted

contracting COVID twice

)

Now, the NYT is upping the ante with an entire documentary dedicated to yours truly, titled “Superspreader”)

The NYT documentary premieres Friday, August 19, 2022, at 10 p.m. Eastern and 10 p.m. Paci^c time, on FX and Hulu)
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks TheOrange. I encourage people to become Critical - Intelligent - Aware ~ Thinkers. One's freedoms and liberties depend
upon it. The foundational issue is the incredible transfer of power, control, and wealth from the "working class" (wealth creators) to
the "elites" (wealth holders) aided by the "usual suspects", government (both parties) and big media. This is why individuals and
communities seldom gain meaningful traction. Wake-up - freedom and truthfulness imply responsibility.  Solutions - smaller
government, disband the Central Banking Cartel (The Federal Reserve), reasonable debt (personal/public) creation, encourage
employee owned enterprises, occupant owned housing, support local businesses/credit unions, and a third political party
(Constitutional Party). But when money creation is based on debt and the continued expansion of debt - what do you expect??????
 Debt slaves anyone? And society as a whole needs to have a "moral & just" compass.
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Hi Gui, thanks for the links. You are so right about Dr Mercola saving thousands of lives. I had one concrete example last week when
I had a coffee with a friend who I hadn't seen for a while. I had warned her about the dangers of the vaccine and sent her a link to Dr
Mercola. When I asked her if she had had the vaccine she said "no thanks to you giving me Dr Mercola's site". To her credit she read
everything week after week and became educated. Consequently she has saved herself, her husband, her daughter and her husband
and her granddaughter. I am sure this example can be multiplied thousands of times.
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It's not just the advertisers [Big Pharma] that are controlling the media ; the Biden administration gave one BILLION taxpayer dollars
to every station & major newspaper to only say positive things about the shots. Bill Gates also gave them 500 million in 2021 and
another 500 million in 2022 to further Agenda 2030. The media will also be used to try to convince us that a global cabal should
totally run our lives [slaves]. EIGHT major countries right now are gearing up for digital bioidenti^cation; including Canada,UK &
Australia. This will also mean centralized cryptocurrency. How many are aware of the debaucle this has been in India ?

Klaus Schwab has strategically placed all his minions in powerful positions all over the world during last 40 years to carry out his
Great Reset plan and even wrote a book about it that we are supposed to embrace! Many voters are leaving the DNC for GOP
because of this betrayal even though republicans will also sell us out [especially women] and then we have Andrew Yang's new
[globalist] party that wants to "give" us all $1200 a month to live on while we own nothing, watch football & porn , drink beer,take
pharma drugs and then die.

They assassinated the last guy who tried to protect & warn us 59 years ago. One week before his death in 1963 JFK said this: " There
is a plot in this Country to enslave every man,woman and child.Before I leave this high & noble oQce , I intend to expose this plot."
Please watch Everything is a Rich Man's Trick [you tube] to see how deep all this really goes based on the "disinformation" that has
already been proven to be true. Long but worth your time. Any word yet on how Dr Mercola's lawsuit against Senator Elizabeth
Warren for personally trying to censor his book? Can we all help him sue the NYT as well?
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To add to "TheOrage" after those Democrats read the NYT they go over to CNN to con^rm the accuracy of now their belief. Then
while driving their Prius or Tesla, they listen to NPR and are further indoctrinated. And to top it off, after dinner they watch the PBS
Newshour and have a day full of brain Kool-Aid to carry-on and are on the hunt for those not wearing a mask or declined an injection.
 Interesting about these NYTers, CNNers, NPRers, and PBSers, is their wardrobe aQnity for brown shirts.
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NYT has been and still is a partner of the CIA.  Or maybe just a tool of the CIA.
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Yup. It' a classic case of the pot calling the kettle black.
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Regardless of what people think about writing or calling, please respond to the NYT's article.
help.nytimes.com/.../115015385887-Contact-Us It matters. Spread their address and this article around to your friends. Respond en
masse. That's the only thing that works, en masse. Individuals, like Dr Mercola, Malone, and even Kennedy, are controlled by the
media. En masse.
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A daily free email I get is the Anti-New York Times, showing that this is the paper pushing all the wars and reliably false information.
They can be counted to come out against the truth. The Libtards all believe they are intellectuals by reading this garbage every day
religiously. But the NYT (JYT) has helped bring us to this critical point in history by promoting Satanic interpretations of everything,
from wars to culture. We are now the JooSA.
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Mikes, The general principle for such aQrmations goes like this: "If you don't believe me, then just ask me!"       Critique that as being
so profoundly stupid that it is unrealistic, but exactly that happened to me. At lunch with coworkers, I said something to which one
vehemently argued against with a main point that no one else is saying that. The next week among the very same coworkers, I said
the exact same thing. To my surprise, the same person said: "That must be true becauseI heard it before somewhere." Rush
Limbaugh called them "low information voters." RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Yup Imagine if conservatives were backing a practice that killed 72% of the black population like abortion has of the last 50 years...
Yes 30 million and there's only 40 million left... The bias is so obvious, if you don't know that stat you might even need to question
your own bias!!!
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Orage, you are 100% correct!
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The CCP is a major controlling force behind the media. I can understand why they would use the media against Americans. However,
I am less able to understand why they would also sacri^ce so many of their own people. I guess it reverts to a historical comment
during an earlier crisis in which many Chinese lives were lost. A commenter was unconcerned. He stated, there are so many Chinese
that the people (as a whole) will survive. It seems they have long sacri^ced individuals to maintain collective control of the
population, sending many to prison camps. Maybe it is also because they can no longer feed their people or meet their most basic
needs.

Thus, some become expendable. Presently, we are in a period of calm before the storm. It will inevitably get much worse. Keep
prepping and batten down the hatches. Expect no outside help beyond what you have been able to create within your own network.
We will enter a period witnessed before in communist countries with shortages. Much of what you get will be obtained on the black
market. You will ^nd things by asking around and, maybe, learning that a friend of a friend has it or can obtain it for you. These are
already hard times for many people. If you can do something for the children, please consider it.

Maybe recycling warm clothing for this winter (esp. shoes and boots), setting aside school supplies and backpacks for needy
children, sharing garden surplus, whatever you can recycle or repurpose, etc. People may just need a Cower from your garden, a
smile, or a kind word, too. Many people are tense and situations can rapidly spiral out-of-control with people lashing out at each
other. If that happens, keep in mind that it may have nothing to do with you and seek to diffuse a situation. Be esp. cautious of road
rage when driving. Help people remember their humanity.
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Hi Almond, yes I agree with you it does feel like "the calm before the storm". We have prepped as well as we can in a suburban home
but I am trying to prep spiritually too. I ^nd I have to continually work at trusting that if I do everything I can practically then I have to
"let go and let God" take me wherever I am supposed to be .... but it is challenging sometimes. I have to ^ght with the knowledge I
have accumulated here and trying to keep sane and balanced. You say  "Help people remember their humanity" .... here is a link that
is a good reminder www.youtube.com/watch  Iobos - totally agree with you. Contact the NYT and all the other majors. Keep speaking
out, keep contacting your government representative. It worked for us here in Australia and while we have a sea of troubles at the
moment we were only 1 of 2 countries that successfully managed to push back the agenda of doing away with cash. This was
thanks to the effort of only 5,000 people.
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I say it will make a difference....in just the way the NYTimes would never have thought and perhaps, Dr Mercola either. That is, we
who are in the know, and know that "misinformation" is just an invocation to control free speech and to squelch truthful information
that is not to BigPharma's convenience, should watch the documentary and then write the NYTimes a public rebuttal. We should post
our open letters here on Dr Mercola's forum, and on other blogs and cc the NYTimes itself on their own site. We should write our
letters carefully, using facts and underscores that get people to think.

If we merely vent our emotions it will only cause a back^ring response. But if we write in a way that invokes critical thought, and
fosters insight, offering images to stir the guts of readers, then we can have a big success. I plug for this cause and I hope that it
happens! Dictatorship is afoot, and we people have a big power in big numbers. A peaceful "army" of digital "Soldiers" can be an
unstoppable wave! Shall we, shall we? I hope all others will say "aye". Please organize this Dr Mercola. There is no shame in it, this
concerns democracy and free speech itself, not merely your so-called "self interested" cause.

There is no conCict of interest in that, and the matters at stake concern in many cases, life and death itself. Not funny, and nothing to
gloss by or treat lightly...as those who are themselves spreading misinformation from the top during this whole coronavirus saga,
are doing in spades. And we need to ^ngerpoint the NYTimes as one of those disseminators of misinformation. There should even
be lawsuits, and I hope that there are. People have "only" lost their jobs, housing, friends, family ties, in some cases their lives, in
other cases medically maimed not merely harmed......
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Hi Mirandola, yes how many subscribers are there to Mercola? Hundreds of thousands?? Imagine everyone of them writing to the
NYT. They will think twice about what they write next time just to avoid the onslaught of opposing opinions. We need to picket our
media and those of us who have subscribed to papers, unsubscribe and tell them why. If they have no readership Big Pharma isn't
going to pay them the big bucks any more and perhaps they will realise how they have sold humanity out.
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There’s no such thing as bad publicity. NYT readers will be curious enough to ^nd out why Dr Mercola deserves this accolade of
“information superspreader” and in most cases decide for themselves who is spreading misinformation. Dr Mercola should write to thank
the NYT for highlighting his website as a powerful tool tool in their war against truth. Clearly, Dr M has got the controllers of the press
seriously worried, otherwise they would not be so determined to highlight his contribution. Yesterday’s post from Steve Kirsch lamented his
own loss of number one position in the NYT list of “superspreaders” but congratulated Dr Mercola’s appointment to the top. “Joe’s a great
guy. If I have to be bumped from the #1 position, it would be hard to come up with anyone more deserving than Joe Mercola and a handful
of others. Congratulations Joe. You are ^nally getting the national recognition and attention you deserve!”
stevekirsch.substack.com/.../i-am-no-longer-the-1-misinformation
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Yep, I think this is going to back^re BIG TIME, as more and more people are waking up. I hear "doctors" on the radio pleading with the
public to go get The Shot, and if they've already had it, get it again-- meanwhile, we've got millions of doses of the quackcine that are
soon, if they haven't already, expiring.
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Hi Cabochon, I agree there is no such thing as "bad publicity" and I hope you are right about the readers being curious enough to ^nd
out the truth. However we must not get too excited because there are only 5.6 million subscribers to the NYT (Joe Rogan has more)
so that's only about 1.5% of the population .... but if they make a documentary they might reach another few million. Fortunately Dr
Mercola's website and popularity grows by personal recommendation which is far more powerful.
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Does everyone realize the current shots are obsolete, completely out-of-date, not in sync or effective against Omicron? Anyone
including any media pundit pushing the public to take the initial formula for these drugs is basically telling people to take on all the
toxic risk for no, zero, none of the bene^t! What do you call that? Goes way past uninformed consent into borderline insanity?- - - -
Yes, let's hope this publicity drives a lot more people to the Mercola site. However, younger generations are usually not reading the
NYT or WashPost, some don't read, some checking newsfeeds from social media sites.
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Cabochon, I hadn't yet read Kirsch's congratulations to Dr. M, thanks for that. Very nice of him! You're right, some NYT readers will
want to "decide for themselves". But I think most will be like the zombies I know who swallow the leftist BS and never question it.
Their children could all die with the syringe in their arm and it would be a coincidence. They already know the jab is safe and
effective.
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A friggin concerted effort among all mainstream media! Here's yet another recent garbage article:
www.marketwatch.com/story/ivermectin-among-generic-drugs-that-failed-t..  - US legacy media outlets may be getting paid by
Gates and Pharma a lot more than initially disclosed...they may truly be owned and in Pharma's back pocket!
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The value to keeping our EXCEPTIONAL Nation of restoring Mercola.com to full public availability for people to use links again to
articles that don't expire from public availability would far exceed the bene^ts of restricted paid access. Lose our United States and
both become moot points because Luciferian global governance would not allow Doctor Mercola to provide information at the very
least. Being politically active to save the world (not overstated), I miss the ability to use Mercola.com as a resource for truth to
nonsubscribers.
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Millions of doses at taxpayers’ expense no doubt, den, makes no sense unless the intention is to forcibly inject every individual on
the planet. Perhaps there are enough sheople still to offer themselves up as human sacri^ces. But some will wake up in time to
prevent tragedy. I think of casting pebbles in a stream, at ^rst not making much difference, but then the stream becomes a tributary
and that joins others to form a river and ^nally the river Cows into a sea which swells to form a mighty ocean. I agree, the Orage, the
NYT readership is no big deal whereas Dr M’s readership is worldwide and spreads successfully by word of mouth. The proof of the
pudding is in the eating - once they realise what mercola.com can offer their own personal health issues, most will be hooked.

I doubt there is much awareness of uninformed consent or any other aspect of the information war, rrealrose. The population at
large accepts “oQcialdom” by virtue of it being so and cannot conceive of governments and media spinning lies. If in our alternative
society, we create our own version of “social media” for the young, perhaps they are the key to a better future. The zombies, steelj,
are beyond help. I have talked with a few in my time and would never attempt to dissuade them from their comfort zone, destabilise
their mindset and cause them to view me as the enemy, which of course I am not.

Just smile sweetly and move on. Back pockets, rrealrose, are signs that legacy media taking bribes are well aware they are telling
lies so not quite as lost a cause as the zombie legions. In my fonder Cights of fancy, or “lyrical abstractions” as Stan called them, I
like to think of the NYT chief editor as a secret admirer of Dr Mercola: “methinks the editor doth protest too much”, as Shakespeare
might have said. If you genuinely want to disparage a person, you ignore them, consign them to oblivion or damn them with faint
praise even.
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Talking of “resources for truth”, Ronald_H, one of my most visited websites during the last three years has been the UK OQce of
National Statistics (ONS). As you suggest, the reality is that the NYT is announcing that sites such as mercola.com will be shut down
completely after the one world government takeover, much in the same way as the World Hell Organisation announces new security
measures ahead of new variants. OQcial ^gures now appear to show that deaths per 100,000 among double vaccinated
18-39-year-olds were on average 91% higher than deaths per 100,000 among unvaccinated 18-39-year-olds between January 2021
and January 2022. expose-news.com/2022/08/02/uk-gov-vaccinated-young-adults-higher-risk-..
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Damn Cabochon .... just installed Norton anti-virus software and it won't let me open your link to Expose. It's saying it's too
dangerous!!!!! What the!! I installed it to protect me from being spied on not to censor websites that I want to see!!!!! Grrrrr!
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Hi and good day to all. There's an anonymous quote that's been already circulating since a year ago that I want to dedicate to Dr. Joseph
Mercola and his dedicated team and staff: "One day many will hang their heads in shame when they realize the evil they defended and the
heroes they mocked and ridiculed." With this, I was reminded of years ago when Dr. Oz interviewed Dr. Mercola and mentioned one of the
quotes from Arthur Schopenhauer: "All truth passes through three stages: First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is
accepted as being self-evident." Never, ever waver on your noble mission, Dr. Mercola. You're not alone and all of us here and in High
Heavens are with you always, and in all ways.
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Very well said BlueQuasilica. Dr. Mercola is one of the true champions of truth and humanity.
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BlueQuasilica, I like your handle but have no idea what it means! However I doubt many will hang their heads in shame at what
they've done. You make the common mistake of thinking those on the other side have minds that work similar to ours. They don't.
They are fundamentally different. Their leaders are smart, but evil. The vast army that follows those leaders are not intrinsically evil,
just not capable of critical thought like you are.
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Talking down to people and thus suggesting they are too ignorant to make up their own minds but have to be told what and whom to
believe, has never worked. It strikes me that whoever is feeding these governments with information on how to market technocracy to the
masses, is working on the principle of the 1950's schoolteacher talking to postwar children, conditioned to obey, keep quiet and not ask
questions. I agree with Galeforce, this is totally counterproductive to their cult messaging because all it does is make people question more
and that is the best possible outcome for humanity as a whole. In fact I do wonder if this isn't the revenge of the thinking section of
Academia upon their not-so-bright employers.

I see a paradigm shift occurring in the way people look at law, at governance, at medicine, at education and at all forms of perceived
'authority' in general. It's the Wizard of Oz moment, the Emperor's Clothes, The Canterbury Tales...all those hints from literature, the
breadcrumbs that so many refused to follow to the truth. Finally and at last humanity has a chance to think for itself. Dr Mercola, your
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breadcrumbs that so many refused to follow to the truth. Finally and at last humanity has a chance to think for itself. Dr Mercola, your
website is a major thorn in 'their' side and that should make you very proud. You've made more people than anyone else think about their
health and how they should be proactive in it and that is anathema to those who want a world of obedient, dumbed-down, drugged-up
slaves.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/18/2022 1:55:04 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Sue, humanity cannot be imprisoned by lies and misinformation sustained by the money that grows on bloodstained hands. We
cannot wait until humanity is enslaved, and it will be, if we do not react NOW to this madness, to this crime of biblical proportions, a
crime of dimensions humanity has never experienced before in known history. Misinformation is being caused by the big media.
Vanguard and BlackRock are the primary owners of four of the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of mass
messaging on television, in newspapers, and on ALL social media platforms.

These media outlets and the vaccine industry love to accuse all natural health and free speech advocates of spreading
"misinformation" about vaccines, like Dr. Mercola who has contributed to much of the population. of the United States to say no to
the blows of Covid, no to medical tyranny, yes to preventive and curative treatments supported by health lovers. Independent
journalists and scientists are the ones defending the real science by disclosing that the statistics of "Covid deaths" and
"hospitalizations" are arti^cially inCated and totally unreliable, and open minds are seeing that "vaccines" have killed many more
people than COVID itself.

Although the oQcial narrative is ^nally unraveling and the covid cult is starting to wane, but that does not mean that the globalist
elites and their stooges in government are not going to cancel the entire “New Normal” action program that is leading the way in
tyranny and slavery, pretend that the last two years never happened and retreat in their quest for power and dominance. The ^ght
must continue and the front is getting wider and wider for all the people who have opened their minds to the truth.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Sue, for those who aren't seeing the truth perhaps it will hit them between the eyes when they lay in the hospital
wondering why am I dying of nothing, I got my Jab?
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue, I hope and pray your optimism pans out. My opinion based on many decades of observation, differs. I think we've demonstrated
that humans aren't capable of self-government for more than a certain number of generations. It will fall apart every time because
they truly are "too ignorant to make up their own minds". I'm not referring to readers of Dr. M, but the public as a whole. I dearly hope
you are more right than I am. I simply try to come to conclusions based on observation and inferring from there using logic, letting
the chips fall where they do. My conclusions are much darker than yours.
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Sue12Cross
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Hi Gui, yep Blackrock and Vanguard just about own every big company and then Vanguard owns Blackrock and Vanguard is a name
to conjure with, as we are at war and as many have said it is a spiritual war and one that has been going on in some shape or form
since we lived in caves but now, as you write, we are ^ghting for survival as humans, which is new. In the past 'they' needed us as
workers and consumers, now they believe they will have AI to do everything, so neither need to have us work for them nor buy their
products: bad food, bad medicine and bad debts. Personally I think they haven't any idea of how advanced or otherwise we are
technically and above all they cheat themselves, so are easy meat for the cheaters.

Unless we do have technology from some super-race from The globular cluster in Hercules and I doubt it, then they started this
centuries too soon, the story was 2050 was the kick off for Covid but time was running out for the old guys, so they pushed it
forward. Covid has run its race and all the other fear projects are not doing too well from Monkey Pox to the weaponisation of the
weather, so it's probably time for the Alien Invasion.
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Juststeve, That is the saddest of all outcomes in this. Why can't people recognise that if 100,000 hospital workers said no and
forced the government in the UK to walk back from mandating the jab for them, then there is something very, very wrong going on.
There is something very rotten in the state of healthcare in general and that slogan 'Save the NHS' did no one ask 'Why?'
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Hi Steelji, I just look at what has happened over the covid 'era' and I ^nd, though it has taken far too long, a now healthy distrust for
perceived authority, particularly over medicine. I think the Main Stream Media was already deeply distrusted, although panic brought
a few people back to the fold in binge watching 'the news'. There's too many holes in the narrative and too many authority ^gures
who have been caught out in the old 'do what I say not what I do' narrative. Also there were too few deaths during covid and too many
deaths now and often people understand and like numbers even when they don't listen to nor analyse discourse.

So yes I am optimistic because it doesn't need a great percentage of a population to tip the scales away from blind obedience. If
people didn't have a happy life before covid and saw it as a valid reason to feel part of something, then I think by now they've realised
how hollow that false camaraderie was and how easily it was turned to hatred. There are better distractions in life or maybe it's just
better to live in the real world. Gardening and growing food is booming and that is a good sign too.
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ChrisColes
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No one who reads anything presented by Dr. Joseph Mercola, is under any pressure to agree with what he has presented to us, I must add,
for at the least the past 25 years. He has always presented what he has believed to be information that would allow all of us to "take control
of our health". His methodology is very simple. None of us are presented with adverts, or a need to pay him to receive his message. So the
question to ask and answer is; why are we as are told by the New York Times reporter . . . the largest group of humanity reading such
information; here? The answer is to us already here; very easy to provide . . . we read some information, that in turn encouraged us to try it
to ^nd out if it was in any way relevant to our individual needs.

In my case, someone I have never met, nor ever talked to wrote;" put your email into this web site mercola.com and read what he has to say
every day". PERIOD! So I gave it a try . . . with the result that, without anything other than my own intelligence to go on, the decision to follow
that suggestion . . . changed my life. My health improved, an example being that normally every winter my weight would increase by a
couple of stones; now became stable. Add the smiles of the many onlookers, as at an age where the majority believe I should be in a
wheelchair, I ran past them; having taken the advice to do intermittent high intensity exercise, run for 30 seconds, walk for 90 seconds and
repeat ~ 7 times, in my case while running up a mild sloping hill, a couple of times a week, distance walked 3 miles twice a week.

New York Times readers, take the same advice as I had received, place your email into this web site and read what Dr. Mercola has to say
every day. You will eventually learn, (Dr Mercola does not make a big thing of such statistics), that we number in the millions. That the many
comments also add additional information, I must add from all over the planet. No one forced us to do so, the advice is free. Enjoy
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ChrisColes, a direct bullseye hit! There are no mandates, dictates I am the Great and Powerful All-Knowing Mercola here. He doesn't
make ludicrous claims I Am The Science. There is give and take and reCection of data and our personal experiences. There is our
own research as to what any of the information may or may not improve our individual health struggles. There is a recognition One
Size Does Not Fit All and the encouragement to stick to it and realize if and when the Allopathic Methods are or are not useful for our
personal situation. Or, if better lifestyle changes or supplements work best, maybe even for some a combination of these.
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The BIGGEST LIES regarding VACCINES? Vaccine Producers say vaccines enhance the immune system's ability to prevent illness. However,
the actual resuls from injecting toxic metals like aluminum and mercury (which vaccine manufacturers state will produce a greater immune
response). will overwhelm the immune sytem and will break it down. Aluminum and mercury are extremely toxic. They damage the human
body and brain. They were used in most vaccines children received over the years. Back in the sixties immune system information stated:
the immune system is triggered off by foreign proteins.

It responds by producing white corpuscles to atttack and cleanse the blood of "foreign invaders." Putting toxic metals and other very
questionable matter directly into the bloodstream directly violates all natural healing techniques. Our skin was designed by our Creator with
^ve layers to protect the bloodstream from contamination. The use of a needle to pierce these ^ve layers is in direct violation of the laws of
nature; These very un-scienti^c frauds who have promoted these "vacccines" need to pay dearly for all their lies and crimes against
humanity.
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Interesting that these alleged "scientists" and "doctors" remain unaware that natural autoimmunity trumps vaccination every time.
Vaccinations are the leading CAUSE of autoimmune dysfunctions. Solution: Let's create vaccines that kill the patient. Hooray! No
more autoimmune failures...
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Have no idea how much longer the expanding number of autistic kids can be hidden from the general society. The govt is still all
wrapped up with opioid epidemic lawsuits, after years of wrangling. Can you imagine how time consuming this Gates funded and
promoted worldwide "shoot-up every arm in the world" game plan could be? Represents greed incarnate, at the expense of every
human on earth.
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"Doctor" Fatty Arbuckle jabs his unvaxxed patient Mr. Buster Keaton. Watch Turfseer's TRUST THE SCIENCE RAG: www.youtube.com/watch
 Free song and music video downloads from Turfseer's Forever Freedom Song Collection at www.turfseermusic.com
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Great video, Thanks!
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I just watched the video...Excellent!!! Thank you for posting!
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On top of all this, Tedros is reported as not having had the jab. If true, it should be broadcast far and wide to all and everyone who
has trusted the advice of the WHO. Anyone else heard/seen this?
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Hi Glastian, yes I did see that Tedros hasn't been vaccinated. He says it is because he is protesting that Ethiopia hasn't been fairly
treated when it comes to supplying the vaccine. (He is laughing up his sleeves!) So .... let me get this straight .... he doesn't want to
take a vaccine that according to him would stop the spread of the virus where he is living in the U.S. (that's not very considerate) and
he is obviously not scared enough to have it believing that if he does have it it will protect him???!!! So he is saying as one of the
most powerful ^gures responsible for the administration of the vaccine that "he is not going to take it in protest"!!! Believe that and
you'll believe anything.
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Doc is a Super Spreader of discussion, debate and discovery is more like it. Fauci and Biden, both Jabbed, both boosted, both using the we
got a new pill for that with a nice fat price and royalties, brought down multiple times by what? A drive by virus wearing a Covid mask? Even
though the reality of the situation is beyond self-evident, even though the main drivers pushing the Jab/s are even themselves on record
expressing the Jab/s ARE NOT working as they had advertised, anyone who does not walk on eggshells reporting the same gets a Naughty
Naughty Flag from the Faux Checkers. They get de-platformed, demonetized, Demonized.

All for us saying or showing the biggest Grand Wizards of Mis-Dis-Information are oQcials & institutions themselves. If anything, the Jab/s
are Super Spreaders of the destruction of our natural Immune Function. Why worry about a virus easy to catch causing cases, when the
majority of those cases people don't get sick enough to know they have it. Those who do experience symptoms serious enough, data from
around the world show treatments prevented here in the states work quite well. Those most at risk are those who are most at risk for most
anything in the pipeline as they are already struggling from dis-eases of a Predator$ built Civilization and/or advanced age.

Just a short while ago Doc expressed in one of his reports, while previously I recommended such and so, in light of new information, {This
Is the Important Part!!!} he said - I Was Wrong...something Fauci & too many of our institutions will never say. This is why Doc is trusted,
and they are not. Retractions are not enough for Crimes Against Humanity. They have destroyed peoples' livelihoods, health, disrupted
society itself. It is too bad laws don't prevent bad people from doing bad things, laws [sometimes,] punish people only after they have done
bad things.
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Yes, Just, it is the globalist elites who are creating patients, those who manage the media and institutions with lies mixed with
ignorance, disinformation and hidden data about the truth of a gene therapy, called "vaccines". The lies of Biden, Fauci and Walensky
have been exposed. Dr. Naomi Wolf indicted the perpetrators of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic, accusing them of conspiring to
commit mass murder. Wolf named Tony Fauci, Rochelle Walensky of the CDC, and Francis Collins of the NIH as co-conspirators in
the genocide. Rochelle Walensky, Dr. Fauci and Collins were paid, as we now know, they said 'safe and cash', this requires criminal
charges.

This could be a conspiracy to murder. And members of the media could also be complicit in the murder. Joe Biden, Anthony Fauci,
Vivek Murthy, Rochelle Walensky change topics so much that even those who still listen to them begin to see them for what they
really are. They pushed for seditious vaccine mandates, months after assuring the American people there would be no mandates.
Natural preventive medicine and early treatments, with protection of people at risk, which long ago would have put an end to this
Plandemic. Doctors and scientists who ^ght against the science of lies and disinformation are attacked in their profession and
social life.

We see how the media maligns Dr. Mercola that he has been forced to withdraw reports that have saved many lives. Fortunately, Dr.
Mercola and many scientists like Dr. Malone will continue to defend the truth with solid arguments, exposing fraudulent diagnoses,
defense of the immune system and natural immunity from other coronaviruses, protection of vulnerable groups, media
misinformation of communication, intervention with a "vaccine" to treat people like guinea pigs instead of early and effective
treatments, calling for the government's immediate restoration of all our civil liberties.
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Gui, we now have Gates on record from more than one source saying early on they realized it was all Bull Spit, yet they continued,
didn't they? And, it hasn't stopped, they say what we have known here for over two years & then attack us for reporting what they are
saying.
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No one ever goes to that much trouble to crush someone speaking lies. Because instead, you ^ght them with truth, and lies eventually die
out or are irrelevant to those who know the truth. If truth is the enemy, however, their only hope is to crush it and keep the public from
seeing it or knowing it is actually the truth (by calling it lies or discrediting it). Truth with prevail!! Thank you Dr. M for your steadfastness
and courageous example!
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Amen to that one! The effort to demonize Dr. Mercola is wildly crazy. That speaks volumes!
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In my direct experience having been interviewed numerous times by the Times, they have an agenda behind every word published. Every
article is propaganda, and on the topic of supplements, drugs and food safety, they are totally in the bag with big Pharma, factory farms,
vaccine manufacturers and massive pesticide use. Their "health" articles are often especially misleading.
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It is almost beyond belief that the mainstream media is still pumping out destructive lies and psychic poison on a daily basis. These people
are enemies of humanity, funded and abetted by psychopaths, control-freaks, globalists, technocrats, "fact"-checkers and treacherous
politicians . Thank God for people like Dr Mercola, and Robert F Kennedy Jr who stand strong against those who would destroy Truth,
damage our Health, and steal our Freedom. This is a 50-second video of Albert Bourla head of the criminal organisation P^zer lying as
usual and trying to justify the clear failure of the much vaunted "vaccines" twitter.com/.../1559605941238104065  On the positive side, here
in the UK, one of the main-stream media- GB News - is breaking free of the tyranny. Here is the excellent Neil Oliver deeply questioning the
demented agenda and speaking out with great insight and eloquence: twitter.com/.../1558508488724291585
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Hi NewlandsWanderer - Dr. Robert Malone about nails the issue in the beginning of this 1 hr interview: "IT'S A NEW (PHARMA)
BUSINESS MODEL". Here's a link to his recent interview, its another long one: Dr. Robert Malone - The Monkeypox Scare, the Origins
of Groupthink, and the Power of the Heretic’ - www.bitchute.com/.../oPPZIgBuFl7I  - My add'l - Notice The power of Snake GATES
paid for advertising and smear campaigns of those truth tellers, wow! He's controlling and looks like he is driving the demented
"vaccine for every ill" health care industry from the front and back seat! Reminiscent of the Dr. Wake^eld smear campaign 25 years
prior, its a repeat media-sponsored performance by producing an attack video, replete with erroneous information. Dr M is thankfully
not alone in standing against Billions of dollars in projected Pharma pro^ts, thereby enriching pro^ts for Snake GATES. Can't you just
hear the Hissssss?
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NewlandsWanderer, you always leave intelligent comments, however, these points, while valid, only comment on the situation. We,
who have kept our eyes open, KNOW what is going on. The single most important question is, how do we stop it? The public are not
going to wake up, they have been drugged! Their brains have been turned to mush by propaganda and they are ageing quickly. I see it
every day. There will be no people's revolution. There is a much bigger picture here and I suggest that is what we should be focusing
on. Don't ^ght an army if you can take out one building and achieve a better result.

So, how do we take back the WHO, which is the political base of the Gates Gang. Taking that base away is surely a priority. The
Fourth Reich will fall, all such empires have. The question is, like the Third Reich, how much damage will be done before that
happens? The Third Reich survived because of political and judicial cowardice. Exactly what we are seeing today. What effective
sanctions can be brought to bear on judges? Anyone? Politicians are what they are: they lick any boot that threatens to kick them.
And now, thanks to the WHO, elections are redundant. The WHO must be the primary target of change.
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AND late morning NY time, CHD sent an email that yesterday, August 17, Children's Health Defense has been deplatformed from
Farcebook and Instagram...the story goes on from there, as it seems the 6th circuit court has recently taken some action on the CHD
lawsuit against Meta (the parent company of Facebook). Appears Big Tech is on the prowl. Wonder who else may be caught up in
their free speech purge?
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Very true Newlands. Watson, I agree with you, the masses are going to follow the leader, they will NEVER think rationally. I think it
goes way beyond the WHO, although that would be a good start. The biggest problem is that the evil side seems to have all the
money, and money is power. Until they are stripped of their wealth they'll be in control. That will be diQcult. Lawsuits targeting the
damage they've done would bankrupt all of them in a fair system. Maybe we'll see enough of that to make a difference.
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Thank you rrealrose for the links to the excellent Robert Malone and for your comments. Like you, I would rather trust a rattlesnake
in a Wellington boot than Mr Gates. He is now more than a snake. More like a demented octopus with every tentacle a snake, intent
on strangling the soul-essence of humanity. Awful news about Children's Health Defense being purged, but Silicon Valley can't
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destroy all the evidence of malfeasance in public oQce. Like the head of the FDA squirming when it was shown that the vaccine
companies "tested" the children's vaccine containing mercury using 27 people already dying of meningitis.

These poor people duly died of meningitis. The jab-makers concluded the vaccine didn't kill them. Therefore the vaccine was "safe"
for children!!!! This criminal conclusion is all shown in stark clarity in this very short two minute link: Showing it to some of those
suffering from Vaccine Certainty Psychosis might bring about an instant cure!
childrenshealthdefense.org/video/thimerosal-mercury-in-vaccines-not-te..  Thank you Watsonandco. Totally agree with your
comments. As you say, we need to target the Gates inCuenced WHO. (World Homicide Organisation).

It appears that some politicians have signed away and ceded the powers of their own nations health to the WHO. This is demonic
treachery. Exposing these individuals is essential. I do see a shift in public consciousness. The BBC (British Brainwashing
Corporation) has lost viewers to GBNews. Comments made on this news channel would never have been heard or tolerated a year
ago. More people are waking up from the Gates and pHARMa bank-rolled MSM induced trance. Thanks steelj. Good post.
Bankrupting the Medical Ma^a and the Globalists would be a great approach by making them personally responsible for lies and
unlawful mandates.
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Congratulations Dr. Mercola, for being an individual that threatens big pharma, fda, and the media!! Their actions indicate that they feel you
can make a bigger impact then them! Your hard work is making a palpable difference! You are a hero!
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editorial@nytimes.com corrections@nytimes.com  You need to stop printing ^lth about Dr. Mercola. He is trustworthy and extremely
knowledgeable about health.  If you continue doing this you will be charged and brought to trial.  The end is approaching for you and the
rest of the rubbish media. You are not practicing journalism, you are involved in libel and defamation.  Print an apology to Dr. Mercola for all
the damage you've inCicted on him. Dr. Mercola has a lot of followers, no doubt many more than your readership and if you don't cease and
desist from attacking him we will encourage him to bring you to trial.
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My God, just looking at these people it is so easy to see that they have no soul/inner light. Look at the quality of them as human beings -
just super^cially - it is little to none. They have no depth. They are inconsequential and shallow, all they crave is control and money. I feel
like they've been taking pot shots at me for almost 3 years now and I'm thoroughly tired of it. They're like a needle stuck in a record. I can
only imagine how Dr. Mercola feels, but hope that he knows the love that we have for his care and character.

I just hope that when he lived in Chicago, some of the toughness rubbed off on him! We have some wonderful commenters here whom we
can rely on to give us sensible and honest opinions and information, always so grateful to them. I think all these noodle heads just did one
of their let's get together and do an action stations attack. The word pathetic isn't strong enough - it seems the end for them is in sight now.
Justice will prevail. The court system has to get itself sorted and if it's corrupt, the people in the system who aren't, must ^ght for justice
and make sure that the old and appropriate laws, like the Nuremberg Code, still prevail.

Now I need some stamps to write to The New York Times. You know if you've worked at a newspaper the staff feed off each other and it
always was an octopus. The ads for journalism now try to attract students on the basis that you can tell people how to think, tell them what
opinions to have and of course, that is not journalism at all.

It's not about power, it's about telling as many sides to a story as you can so that the reader can have their own independent opinion. Dr.
Mercola, as we all know, always references his material for us to go further into it if we want to; he's never ever forced anything on us; he
believes in choice. If it wasn't for Dr. Mercola, many of us wouldn't have the better health that we do. He does more for us than we do for
him in that way.
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Precise, constructive and eloquent narrative that emanates from a soul that loves freedom. This world is run by psychopathic minds
that obey an oligarchy trained to lead humanity to economic and social extermination, destroying human beings, their health and
making them slaves of a political and economic tyranny. Psychopaths are exceptionally sel^sh, constant liars, manipulative,
insensitive, grandiose, and parasitic. Psychopaths are ruthless, manipulative, and perpetually dishonest. They are charming but have
no remorse in their dealings with others; they do things that normal people would consider terrible. But they never feel guilty.
Misinformation and deception are the basis of bad science.

The “science” of prescription opioid painkillers led the US down a dark corridor of addiction and death. How can so much corruption
be covered up for so long? The key way that deadly vaccines have been perpetually regarded as "safe and effective," is that Big
Pharma has covered up all the insane damage these injections have caused to the population over the last few decades. Lawyer
Thomas Renz said it's all an exercise in fear and manipulation, detailing how the entire system, including government agencies, the
mainstream media and Big Pharma, have been lying to the public to push for more tyranny and sell more drugs.

Renz calls this effort Nuremberg 2.0 after the ^rst Nuremberg trials that occurred after World War II. "This is all a fraud," Renz says of
the plandemic. “Fear, manipulation and ultimately fraud and death drive it. We have to have independent investigations by people
with the authority to prosecute criminally.” Attorney Thomas Renz has called for a special independent prosecutor to investigate
criminal and civil violations by Dr. Anthony Fauci, the FDA, CDC, DHHS, and others, such as the mainstream media, who may be guilty
of marketing and licensing this deadly injection renz-law.com/nuremburg20
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Now Action Alliance, a group of German activists, organized on Saturday, August 20, “75 years of the Nuremberg Code: Never again
forced medical procedures”, a public conference to mark the 75th anniversary of the Nuremberg Code. Among its 10 principles, the
code highlights the notion that forced medical procedures constitute a crime when performed without prior, voluntary and fully
informed consent. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, many activists from a variety of organizations have drawn attention to
parallels between human rights abuses during World War II and the global rollout of COVID-19 policies, including public and private
mandates for experimental vaccines and the use of vaccine passports, which constitute the display of coercion and force in relation
to a medical procedure, a practice denounced as unethical in the Nuremberg Code.
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/75-anniversary-nuremberg-code-chd-..  (08/19/22)
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Hello Gui and thank you for your eloquent posts today. I always learn something new from you and appreciate your wisdom. I hope
life in Spain is beautiful, at least to some extent. The other day I watched the video below. It's a study of vaxxed people, some of
whom likely took graphene oxide in the shot and now produce URL's from Mac. The doctors doing the study went into a cemetery and
got similar transmissions from some of the graves. It's mentioned that some of the living people also experienced the magnetic
effect of the shot - people with spoons stuck to their arms, which they seemed to think was funny... I sadly miss Steve Jobs because
I believe he would have sorted this out immediately and taken a stand from the start.

I have little to no faith in Tim Cook and what may be Microsoft rejects on his staff now.
www.goyimtv.tv/v/1159083380/Blue-Truth-Documentary--A-Deep-Dive-into-T..  www.comusav.com/2022-05-14-bluetruth  (Same as
above, but in one of your languages, I think). Dr. Rima Laibow, practiced psychiatry and medicine for 52 years and never issued a
prescription. She was married to a top military man and she says he was eliminated purposefully. This morning I attended a Zoom
meeting and there should be handouts coming. Dr. Laibow gave recommendations as to how to go about opposing WHO (World
Health Organization).

WHO is on a fast track - many Public Health reps from around the world meet there drafting would-be policy and legislation with the
ambition to control us all under ONE HEALTH. Dr. Rima is aQliated with author, James Raguski and this is his URL:
jamesroguski.substack.com/p/13684fa4-86ae-4b03-90a2-f0b579f67992  This is where you can ^nd the lists of Public Health
worldwide. Raguski's material is excellent and he also gives out his phone number.
rumble.com/v1b9qtf-dr.-rima-laibow-90-of-the-global-population-will-di..
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Thank you Retsbew. You address two fundamental aspects of this genocide planned by genetic weapons called vaccines. The
contamination of vaccines and the corruption of government institutions. The new mRNA "vaccines" that are being tested against all
the pandemics will be the ones that kill and alter the human genome. Leaked communications between P^zer and the European
Medicines Agency revealed that 50 percent of the content of the pharmaceutical giant's COVID-19 vaccine was undeclared ahead of
accelerated release approval. Canadian physician and molecular biologist Dr. Daniel Nagase said during his recent appearance on
“Dr. Jane Ruby Show” that P^zer admitted to stating that only half of the mRNA injections are actually spike proteins. This protein
will throw up a very indirect means of developing antibodies in human bodies.

Of course, the most important conclusion is that governments around the world allowed P^zer to inject their people with an
unknown substance. “All the researchers, geneticists and molecular biologists who worked on this project knew that all mRNAs that
are injected have transcriptase reverse, which has the potential to become deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Then it will change the
genes of whoever received that injection,” Nagase said. Furthermore, he warned that a lot of people could start getting unusual
cancers because their DNA had changed. But that is only part of the problem. Nagase said, "The really big problem is what happens
in the next generation, our children's generation and our grandchildren's generation." howbad.info/emails.html  .----
www.brighteon.com/ce80499f-4c9e-4c14-a781-a8a2788f7ef3
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The toxic components of the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines have caused the death of many inoculated Americans. One component in
particular, graphene oxide, played a huge role in many COVID-19 vaccine-related deaths. However, a new report has revealed that
this important ingredient in mRNA vaccines was included as part of a broader depopulation agenda. In an article for State of the
Nation, Steven Fishman explained how lethal graphene oxide kills vaccinated people. Fishman spoke with his friend Dr. Mylo
Canderian about the matter. The Greek-born scientist and medical collaborator of the World Health Organization developed the
patent for graphene oxide as a biological weapon in 2015.  Outside of his medical accomplishments, Canderian ardently supported
Klaus Schwab and his idea of the Great Reset.

Fishman described his friend as a "genocidal globalist" who believed in the extermination of the "plague" that is humanity. According
to Canderian, 95 percent of the world's population are "useless eaters" that must be exterminated as soon as possible. He told
Fishman: "There is a maximum cycle of 10 years from injection to the end of the cycle.  According to Canderian, the percentage of
blood from a vaccinated person contaminated with graphene oxide was multiplied by the maximum cycle of a decade to determine
the person's remaining lifespan in years Dr. Jane Ruby was recently interviewed by Stew Peters on his podcast and showed
examples of what impaired blood looks like when exposed to graphene oxide.
www.sgtreport.com/2021/08/heres-how-graphene-oxide-in-all-covid-vaccin..  stateofthenation.co
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Scientists in the UK recently conducted a forensic examination of the contents of the Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines" which led them
to discover that the mysterious Cuid is loaded with graphene oxide. They learned that these graphene nanomaterials are capable of
penetrating the body's natural barriers, including the blood-brain barrier. This can damage the central nervous system and internal
organs, as well as destroy the health of the blood, trigger cancer and cause permanent changes in gene function. A British doctor
who was damaged by vaccines came forward in December to help the investigation.

The ^nal report, entitled “Qualitative Evaluation of Inclusions in Moderna, AstraZeneca, and P^zer Covid-19 vaccines,” was presented
to the police involved with U.K. Criminal Case 6029679/21, which the authors say constitutes more than enough reasonable
suspicion, if not veri^able evidence, that serious indictable offenses have been committed with regard to the administration of these
experimental “treatments.” ukcitizen2021.org/Case_Brie^ng_Document_and_lab_report_Ref_AUC_101_Re..
 dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/13/uk-lab-con^rms-graphene-in-covid-vaccines/  (02/13/2022)
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The revelation was originally made in October 2020 during a World Economic Forum podcast called "Searching for a Cure for the
Infodemic." The information just resurfaced and started going viral on Twitter this week. Summit News reports: In the podcast,
Melissa Fleming, head of global communications for the United Nations, explains how the COVID pandemic and lockdowns created a
"communications crisis" in addition to a public health emergency. Fleming acknowledged that to combat so-called "misinformation"
about the pandemic, the UN turned to 110,000 people to amplify its messages on social media.
newspunch.com/over-100000-digital-^rst-responders-recruited-by-un-to-..  (August 19, 2022)
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You said it: If you are targeted, you are on target. To me, bad publicity from the MSM has its values. I know the defamed person has some
truth and I will search out what they have to say. Therefore sometimes bad press is better than no press at all. I had my own book printed
until the printing company censored it. Now I am learning how to bind books myself.
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Well, there is an upside - that it will generate publicity for you, and make those people who've had their doubts about the vaccines and all
the media messaging think that there is more to the truth than they are being told.  It could easily lead to more people paying attention to
what you're saying. Or at least doing their own research rather than passively believing the mainstream media reporting. Wasn't it Abe
Lincoln who was credited with saying that you can't fool all of the people all of the time? I suspect that less and less people believe the
government, CDC and mainstream media messages about the virus.
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Galeforce, you are assuming the Fourth Reich has not thought of all this. Of course they have. They have so far mounted a very
successful operation - well in excess of their expectations I imagine. I seriously doubt more people doing their own research will
lead to very much because if after almost 3 years they are only now seeing a glimmer of light, well... what does that tell you? The
Gates Gang will have planned for this by declaring a new 'pandemic' of hokus pokus disease or whatever nonsense they dream up
via the WHO who, come 2024, take over effective political control of 179 countries - with, I assume, world president Gates at its
head. Populations gave those gangsters legitimacy when they had none.

Populations who, without missing a heartbeat, gave up their rights and freedoms and willingly bared their arms, no guns, no armies,
no trucks necessary this time. The population did it to themselves and you really think they are going to wake up? They are not. They
will again and again submit to the terror that is shortly to be inCicted on them. The Gates Gang must have been celebrating long and
hard after seeing how easy it was to cower billions of people, the people you think are going to wake up. The Gang will again, with
remarkable ease, put them in a state of terror about - nothing. Maybe around September.
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Dr. Mercola has more integrity in the nail of the smallest toe of his left foot than the NYT has in its entire organization. That's why I've been
subscribed to Dr. Mercola's site for about 15 years, but have read (and only partially) only a handful of NYT articles.
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As a retired physician, I listen to all points of view and whatever works...works, esp. if it stands the test of time and is safe and effective and
esp. if it's from doctors who have practical clinical experience. I'm astounded by the lack of free interchange and discourse about medical
diagnoses/therapy from a variety of sources (i.e., "diversity") with regard to Covid Treatment. This reliance on purely Governmental
bureaucrats as sole authorities of medical information is dangerous and with the MSM enforcing it represents the Nazi^cation of Medicine.
Academic Medicine and Journals of Medicine also fall in line and are submissive to the Governmental authoritarianism---the source of their
^nancial support.

I learned you have to disclose "conCicts of interest" when presenting scienti^c data. That was never done by Fauci, CDC, FDA, NIH, etc. All
Academic and non-Academic hospitals are dependent on Government controlled Medicare and Medicaid; Academics also dependent on
NIH grants and Big Pharma grants. So if they go after you for selling supplements as a conCict of interest, where are the ^nancial
disclosures by the Governmental Fascist bureaucrats and, Big Pharma who escape liability from harm for their vaccines?
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Hear! Hear! @DrLizbeth
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rjk6619
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As I am certain Doctor Mercola knows full well "you cannot ^x stupid".  The destruction of America begin long ago and has grown into a
monster that may not be able to be eradicated. The question is why are these so called elites out to destroy this country which is referred to
as The United States of America. Nothing united whatsoever. As for the NYT I believe they have a history of supporting stupidity and hate. If
a person was to get a vaccination for every cut, bruise, virus then we all would have no time for anything other than sit and wait for a Jab for
this and a Jab for that. Sheer idiocy is steering this country and other countries straight to complete elimination. So called social media and
the Un-education system are prevailing in hastening this destruction however those who are cheering the loons of the left along are
forgetting they are nothing but stooges for the Elitist.
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In all likelihood, numerous vulture-based or zombie corporations and their legacy media may be overdue for a turnover to newer
concepts that actually support humanity. With opioid lawsuits still ongoing, this is a sign that the legal system gears are grinding
way too slowly.
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Sounds like the New York Times is spreading libel and slander about Dr. Mercola and getting away with it. This is hate speech and grounds
for a lawsuit against those media sociopaths. However, at this time, suing New York liberal democrats in the current administration will be
^nancial suicide with liberal judges warming the court benches. The time to wipe the benches clean is coming soon, in November. But the
question is, will voting fraud prevail once again, or will there be midterm elections at all? We are sailing through very dangerous political
currents. http://www.shipoffools.org
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We all KNOW a doozie of an October surprise is heading our way. A desperate commiecRAT will do ANYthing to maintain the
narrative control
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Will voting fraud prevail once again? The vote, as is now patently obvious, is an anachronism, pointed out many years ago by Robert
Ringer in his book, Restoring the American Dream (1980). The vote has only ever been an illusion of democracy it is not a part or
condition of it. Voting fraud is guaranteed and largely irrelevant for the reason just stated. As Dr Reiner Fuellmich and Dr Vernon
Coleman, both intelligent and outspoken critics of this fake pandemic have found, the legal, moral and political systems of 4 years
ago have completely gone. The gangsters have their men in the big chairs. As Hitler, Stalin and an army of other dictators did, they
took control of the legal system and had it do their bidding - against the laws and constitutions of those countries.

Judges too terri^ed to do their job. Politicians licking any boot that threatened to kick them. Craven cowards, like the union leaders
who could have organised the entire country to stop this genocide in its tracks. But they didn't. And why not? The political current is
irrelevant because it is meaningless. What has meaning and only this, is how to take back control of the WHO. Take away its power
to corrupt and murder and restore sanity in this world. To do that, Gates and his gang have to be ousted. Anyone have any idea how
to achieve that?
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At this point any one who still believes anything MSM says is hopelessly woke and easily manipulated. It would take a miracle to "red pill"
them now.  Don't worry, your supporters far out weigh the skeptics. The only thing they are going to accomplish is to make people seek out
who they are talking about and discover your channel. The rest will forget the segment by dinner. SO, there is no bad publicity.
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Now there’s a book title if I ever heard one,,,, “Hopelessly woke and easily manipulated.”
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Exactly...that ship has sailed for the lost sheep
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Anyone who relies on the NYT for information is not going to change their mind about anything. They are already brainwashed. I can't
imagine many people who haven't gotten stabbed are going to run right out and do so because of NYTs lies. It will probably result in
the opposite.
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Rock on Mercola.Love your work.The only contagious superspreader of misinformation in the information age is stupidity.It is much easier
to remember the truth as based on fact than to remember a lie based on deceit.Deceivers never recall all their lies as delusion is
constant.So to all the stupid,the deluded,the suggestible ,the brainwashed the only message I would convey is WAKE UP, awareness
dictates it !!
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bschec7
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What group of oft expelled people own the NY Times? Most major media? Most central banks? Could this same group have the CEO and
Chief Scientist slots in 85% of the major Big Pharma convid jab producers? Could they be the funding for ANTIFA, BLM and Drag Queen
Story Hour? Could they be 85% of Biden's cabinet, and 40% of all billionaires worldwide, while claiming to be only 2% of the world's
populace? Sure could. There, I named the enemy.
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virgilr
Joined On 1/3/2014 12:18:00 AM
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#1 superspreader is quite an accomplishment, Dr. Mercola, but there is no time to sit on laurels since competition is nigh:
stevekirsch.substack.com/.../i-am-no-longer-the-1-misinformation  
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VickyD.
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Ditto to all the comments here. We all are more than happy to show our love, gratitude and support to our dearest Dr Mercola. And I am sure
many do not comment but feel the same. Dr Mercola: please never ever let yourself think or feel any negative little bit from the wrong
sayings or doings of MSM. You are doing THE right things and millions know it for certain. MSM also does, ha ha, that's why they attack
you. But even more importantly, please put your eyes, mind and heart in what really matters in this life: what GOD thinks of you, not people.
What does God think of you? 1) He LOVES you, has always loved you and will always love you.

He is absolutely crazy for you. "Yea, I have loved thee with an everlasting love: therefore with lovingkindness have I drawn thee." (Jeremiah
31:3) 2) His love for you is so exceedingly abundant that He gave Himself for you! "For God so loved Joseph Mercola (the world), that he
gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever -namely, Joseph Mercola- believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life." (John
3:16) 3) We all need a Savior because we *all* have sinned somehow or other and our sins separate us from God. Jesus is the Savior
appointed by God to restore our access to Himself.

He died in your place and in my place. "Who his own self bare our sins in his own body on the tree, that we, being dead to sins, should live
unto righteousness: by whose stripes ye were healed." (1 Peter 2:24) 4) No one can earn Heaven, regardless of good deeds. "Not of works,
lest any man should boast." (Ephesians 2:9) 5) "What must I do to be saved? And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt
be saved, and thy house." (Acts 16:30-31) Let's all get ready not only for the bad earthly crises coming, but especially for when the day to
face eternity, already appointed for each one of us, comes!
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The nerve of Doctor Mercola to have embarrassed them by being right all along!
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I never comment on any site but I am motivated by this article. Dr. Mercola will always have my trust and support. EVERYTHING he said and
the experts he had on his site, from the beginning, are proving to be correct. I am grateful to be 60 years old and healthy. I have followed his
suggestions especially about Vitamin D and it's supporting supplements. He has been proven correct about Covid and so many other
topics.. I am truly thankful for his suggestions on bolstering my immune system, and that of my children, through Covid. Don't be
discouraged, Dr. Mercola, tow the line! The truth always comes out. You will be vindicated down the road. And, not too far down the road, as
I read things almost daily, that prove everything you said about how to stay safe in practical ways and avoid the poison they were peddling
for pro^t were spot on. I am one of the "sel^sh" unvaccinated. What a completely broken and ugly time we are in.
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Dogs don't bark at parked cars.
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Too funny!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola for helping me take control of my health. I have been reading your excellent articles for many years now and the
information that you have shared has helped me feel better and also my family and friends as well. I am so sorry that you are being
persecuted for sharing the truth about diet, vitamins, minerals and other important supplements to enhance our health and to help us
prevent disease and death. It's almost like the powers that be WANT all of us to be sickly and die! How insane is that I ask you? May God
continue to guide you and protect you from the evil that has enveloped our world and again, THANKS Dr Mercola, you are a national
treasure!
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To use a military artillery term, when you are on target FIRE FOR EFFECT. As soon as I read New York Times, Wash Post, CNN, etc. I am
automatically turned off. They are pond scum.
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grab them by the stacking swivel is another term which is entirely appropriate  They are pond scum. and have been for DECADES
Had CNN & MSNBC been around during Vietnam they would have cheerfully joined the rest
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Oscar Wilde on journalism and media "It was a fatal day when the public discovered that the pen is mightier than the paving-stone, and can
be made as offensive as the brickbat. They at once sought for the journalist, found him, developed him, and made him their industrious and
well-paid servant. It is greatly to be regretted, for both their sakes. Behind the barricade there may be much that is noble and heroic. But
what is there behind the leading article but prejudice, stupidity, cant, and twaddle? And when these four are joined together they make a
terrible force, and constitute the new authority." - Oscar Wills Wilde - (October 16, 1854  November 30, 1900)
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A very clever man that Oscar!
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This part jumps off the page of the TV Review section: "and the people who believe everything he says without question." What a classic bit
of projection from the water-carriers of the Covidian cult. From what I've seen on this site, the people who participate in comments often
come armed with a good deal of information gathered independently, and they post it to add to the discussion. Besides, where are the
"where did you get your medical degree?" people re: Mercola? Is he the one doctor for whom appeals to authority do not apply? It's amazing
to me how the NYT and the entire cabal dismissed numerous practicing physicians as if those folks were no more than witch doctors
engaging in some level of sorcery, even though many were relating ^ndings from their own patients or even themselves.

The media wonder why the public has such little faith in reporting. This is why. Here we are more than two years into the pandemic, the
eQcacy of the vaccines is being disproven by the day, that of the lockdowns and other restrictive measures has been dismissed beyond all
doubt. Yet, the cult remains committed to the dogma. Doesn't matter if a twice-vaxxed, double-boosted person gets the virus. The typical
explanation is "the case would have been much worse without the jabs," something no one has ever said about any other condition for
which a vaccine exists.

These platforms did the same with the author Alex Berenson who, like Mercola, pointed to where the claims and rhetoric did not match
reality. A lawsuit or two later, and that has changed marginally though the change comes so late in the game that only committed observers
will notice. Meanwhile, young people die "unexpectedly" and made-up conditions like SADS are tossed out as potential explanations. The
jabbed continue being infected and some of those ^red for non-compliance are ^ghting back. This has been a sorry chapter in American
history and one hopes it will be recorded as such.
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I’m at a loss for words. How do the NYC reporters sleep at night? Dr. Mercola, I’m pretty sure I’m healthy (and alive) because of the
information I received from your newsletters over the last two years. You’ve got yourself a life long follower. I hope that brings you strength
when you are faced with such cruel and ridiculous opposition. I’ve listened to so many of your interviews and your humanity and integrity
exudes out of everything you do. You are a real person who sources and backs up your claims and you always bring on experts who
con^dently and competently speak on important topics of the day. When I watch people like Gates, Fauci and Welensky I get an eerie
feeling I’m watching someone who is acting. It’s concerning and uncomfortable. Shame on the New York Times and the true spreaders of
misinformation. Thank you Dr. Mercola for having the courage and conviction to do what you do.
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How do they sleep? Very well. They have income and what they THINK is a prestigious position. They are so delusional from being
told what to think and write that they believe they are infallible. They have no shame.
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liz8145, the NYC reporters sleep very well at night. As did Joseph Goebbels and Hermann Goring. It was Goring who said, "The
people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders...tell them they are being attacked, and denounce the peacemakers for
lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger." There is nothing new. And that being the case, you might appreciate the size
of the mountain to be climbed, but climbed it must be if we are to see light on the other side.
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The target of a New York Times hit piece? or even a larger investment in a documentary? Sounds like a Performance Metric to me! If the
NYT is targeting you, you are clearly a threat to the bad guys.  Thank you & God bless you, Dr. Mercola. You are valued, deeply appreciated,
and beloved by so many of us.
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Like I've said, use this publicity and try to get on Rogan to help explain why these accusations are false..  Rogan did the same for Alex
Berenson and as a top book seller you should be able to get on his platform.
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I wouldn’t waste a second of my life reading the trash in NYT!
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Yes, you are right on target! My husband and I have been following and watching this disgusting trick that has been played on the world of
mankind from the very beginning. Dr. Mercola is not the only one who is a "truth" spreader, there are many more doctors and scientists that
have presented scienti^c evidence that Covid vaccines are dangerous. Even in our little northern California community there have been
adverse reactions to the "jab." Everyone knows who they are. Blessings to you Dr. Mercola!
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This is a spiritual battle, so I'm quoting Psalm 1 in favor of Dr. M.
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Sue them! You will win!
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Thank you for being brave and leading the way!!!
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Dr. Mercola, you are the MAN! We got your back and have nothing but contempt for the NYT and all of "oQcial" medicine to include a
majority of MD's (who've lost their way and their credo), the CDC, FDA, NIH, etc., and spineless politicians and evil big tech and pharma.
Your track record is long, clear and correct. No matter how hard they try and smear you, I am with you 100%.  Thanks for having the stones
to stand up to the criminal tyranny that is killing humans worse than wars.
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It is just me or does this have the look of an army of liberal millenials about it? NO THESE AREN’T IMAGES OF THE NEXT POLICE ACADEMY
MOVIE IT’S ACTUALLY IRS TRAINEES fearandblood.com/massie-posts-images-of-training
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Yes, Almond, the IRS criminal division has been running Project Adrian on campuses since at least 2007, when agents visited the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. "It's basically an exposure of who we are and what we do, because I don't think many students even
know we exist," IRS Supervisory Special Agent Sam Holland says in a video at UNLV. “You hear about people going to jail because
they don't pay their taxes. Well, we're the ones who make it happen,” adds Holland with a laugh. The IRS Criminal Investigation
Division is receiving renewed attention in recent weeks due to a job posting that said the agency is hiring special agents who will be
required to "carry a ^rearm" and "be willing to use deadly force" during possible “dangerous assignments”.

” President Joe Biden signed new legislation this week that includes nearly $80 billion in funding for the IRS. The massive funding
increase will allow the IRS to hire nearly 87,000 new employees, more than doubling the service's current size and making it larger
than the Pentagon, State Department, FBI and Border Patrol combined.

The Biden administration claimed last week that no one making less than $400,000 per year will face new audits as a result of the
funding. Notably, an amendment to the bill that would have forced the IRS to follow that standard, limiting re-audits to those earning
$400,000 or more per year, failed 50-50 in the Senate. All Democrats voted against the proposal, while all Republicans voted to
protect "low- and middle-income American taxpayers from an onslaught of audits by an army of new Internal Revenue Service
auditors funded by an infusion unprecedented nearly $80 billion of new funding.”
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According to IRS data, more than half of the audits conducted in 2021 targeted taxpayers earning less than $75,000 per year, The
Washington Post reported. Additionally, more than 40 percent of the audits targeted taxpayers who received the earned income tax
credit, which is a measure to help reduce poverty. Rep. Thomas Massie (R-KY) brought renewed attention to the IRS this week amid
criticism of the IRS plan to hire 87,000 new agents, who are expected to carry weapons and conduct criminal investigations and
arrests. Massie also tweeted a video showing the IRS demonstrating its criminal investigative activities to college students on
campus through Project Adrian.

“Students sharpen their forensic accounting skills and learn how to interview suspects, conduct surveillance and analyze
documents. The day ends with the students solving the crime and arresting the simulated criminal,” states the IRS website. In April,
Dixie State University in Utah hosted the program, which allowed students to experience the arrest of a wanted man for tax evasion.
In a scenario presented to students, IRS special agents targeted a small business owner of a landscaping company. 11 MORE
ARMED IRS AGENTS VIDEOS americanmilitarynews.com/2022/08/we-found-11-more-armed-irs-cop-videos..
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Additionally, the 2021 IRS Criminal Investigations annual report boasts of IRS riCe-wielding ^re crews and IRS “cop” shooters taking
aim at rows of targets representing American taxpayers. These photos are taken from that IRS report, which apparently celebrates
the mass shooting of Americans in cold blood. They are not police. They are a runaway, power-hungry, thuggish federal agency
building their own private paramilitary force to go to war against the American people. This is grossly unconstitutional and extremely
dangerous to our republic, yet Garland and the illegitimate Democrats currently running this regime pretend that they are the victims
and that the American people deserve to be attacked and shot by federal agents.

What is clear is that the Justice Department, the FBI, and the IRS are waging a bloody war against the American people, literally
training their agents to kill Americans on command. The IRS even bought more than 5 million rounds of ammunition this year alone,
arming its paramilitary troops with ammunition for the very AR-15 riCes that Democrats claim are "weapons of war." As the New York
State Firearms Association explains SITUATION UPDATE, AUG 11, 2022 - EMBOLDENED IRS DEMANDS NEW HIRES BE WILLING TO
KILL AMERICANS www.brighteon.com/40bb7acf-cf56-4248-acfb-d32053a5851b
 www.newyorkstate^rearmsassociation.org/why-did-the-irs-buy-5000000-ro..
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Guillermo and all... The videos are shocking. The level of immaturity of the students being given guns. So naive and with so little life
experience. They are so afraid and barely whisper. They lack the con^dence that comes with competence and appear to be hiding
behind the badge of authority given them. Putting on a uniform is like putting lipstick on a pig. They will not cope well in a crisis.
Looks like they still need crying rooms and teddy bears. Can you imagine them busting drug cartels? They do not even have the
training a soldier gets in boot camp.

Further, you have to ask what sort of person would reply to a job posting for a hired killer. They look like they have never handled a
gun in their lives. Some look to be so obese and un^t that they can hardly walk, let alone move rapidly. This is Obama's wet dream of
a brown shirt army larger than the military to control civilian society. Realize that they will target and audit hard-working,
lower-income Americans who do not have the time for such things. It is impossible for tax ^lers to understand every aspect of the
many pages of tax code even though you are asked to sign a statement saying you do--or be held in violation.

They will not be auditing Hunter, Hillary or the child traQckers. As F. Lee Bailey stated, "Legality has nothing to do with morality." This
is just one more way for govt to con^scate assets and impoverish people. I think most people are willing to pay some taxes for
things they cannot do for themselves, but the question is, how much is enough. This is one more example of govt overreach. The
solution to many of our problems is less govt.
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This latest effort by the cabal will back^re on them. Their pants are falling down and they are panicking. Many people on social media
platforms are waking up and questioning. The documentary will make even more question what's going. The phrase "methinks thou protest
too much" comes to mind. Thank you for all you do Dr. Mercola. I've followed you for many years and you've always been spot on. We need
more like you! P.S. Stanley Becker, though we never spoke I miss your words of wit and wisdom. Rest in peace good Sir.
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They are getting desperate and doubling down. They must be afraid, very afraid. This is good as this is the turning point in their narrative.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/18/2022 9:13:56 AM
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Woodcarver, maybe this is not fear at all. Maybe it is just part of what has so far been a very successful campaign of population
control by terror. I think it would be a mistake to assume they are losing control. Nothing points to that. Indeed this seems more like
a new offensive but, if it is, as you suggest, that last gasp dash through the Ardennes, then maybe you're right. I would like to think
you are.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM
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Dr Mercola is on the leading edge of health care and his messages will be seen later and sometimes in the NY Times.
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tedwelsh
Joined On 11/17/2020 10:13:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My wife & I are so grateful to you and all you do. Keep on going. We're reading & listening.
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vco1448
Joined On 4/15/2014 6:17:37 AM
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I hope you sue them all for slander!!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Nope. Save your money. Lawsuits only make lawyers rich. The evil are digging their own grave without any help.
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mir8793
Joined On 8/6/2016 1:29:51 PM
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Watched Naomi Wolf last night, so many Covid shot injuries and deaths. Thank you for being bold to stand up for are freedom to know the
truth.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Doc, you need to get yourself a Jersey with a big "S" on the front which stands for Super Spreader of THE TRUTH.
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Joined On 5/1/2016 6:22:48 PM
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Please keep spreading information based on real science. I have followed you for many, many years. I am unvaccinated, untested, and
unmasked with only a few absolutely necessary times. I am 79, in good health, never had Covid, and a free patriot!
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Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM
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That's really sad, but understandable because Dr. Mercola is one of the good guys.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM
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Doublespeak, word salad, all over the place has been for years and years. Plain speak should come back. In fact those who plain speak will
be listened to more, because they will be 1. instantly understandable (no room or ambiguity and misunderstanding) and 2. that will enable
people to easily see if people are telling the truth or not..... oh hang on !!! lol. Yep Dr M hit the nail on the head again. Bravo.
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efs8045
Joined On 12/20/2020 8:33:21 AM
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Dr Mercola is an MD. He has the best of both worlds - understands how the body works from a medical point of view and understands
alternative medicine. He’s got the credentials. There’s many many people that don’t believe their lies or trust the FDA. Dr Mercola is a true
healer.
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CaddyB
Joined On 3/12/2012 8:16:59 AM
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Dr Mercola is a D.O., an osteopathic physician. D.O.s have the same medical background as M.D.s with the addition of further study
of human bone structure and pathology. I would choose a D.O. over an M.D. any day.  We so appreciate you, Dr. M!
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Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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Yes. All covid shots are not only FRAUD. All covid vaccinations are criminal acts against humanity. 25% if not more of those who stupidly
trusted and believed in this fraud and got the vaccinated not once but twice, then trice and 4 and 5 shots one after another, received terrible
side effects that will last forever. The nazi vaccination campaigns pushed by P^zer, Moderna and others, have caused thousands and
thousands of people loose their lives or become terribly ill. That's so too bad that millions of idiots still trust New York Times and other
corrupted american media. In this day and age when every second ^lm on NetCix is about zombies and apocalypses of different kinds,
murders and annihilation, sex and gays, how can these poor idiots trust american media, american pharmaceuticals, american government
when the president is hardly walking and hardly mumbling. God Bless Dr. Mercola! God Bless the future President, President Donald
TRUMP!
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Many of us believe he is in fact the current President , deprived of oQce by a mass media enabled , dark money funded opposition
coup.
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Trump also encouraged people to take the jabs! He says one thing one day another the next. I am NOT a Biden or Trump supporter. I
am an Independent that knows if you want a Republican president back in oQce nominate one with some credibility! One with a
record that backs up what they say, one that is consistently for our freedoms, otherwise, there are too many Republicans in addition
to Dems that do not like Trump making it even harder for him to win. Don't forget there were also some Republicans that took some
of our freedoms away when they voted for The Patriot Act! Major Corporations are pulling the strings on both sides donating to both
sides and for the most part they are not on the peoples side. Anyone awake knows that.
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zinovius, Trump had the WHO sussed. He saw their game and was by some considerable degree of chicanery pushed out the
revolving door before he had a chance to tackle that, now ascending, evil empire.
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Joined On 8/18/2022 5:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why don't you SUE them?. There is a HUGE amount of now oQcial documentation that validates almost ALL of what you have been saying
throughout this scamdemic. Almost everything that was said by the so called "experts" ( funded by Gates and co etc) has been turned on
it's head and you have been proven correct. Those that continue to espouse the mainstream bullshit narrative are those that are funded by
said Gates and co, have no moral compass, are afraid to lose their jobs etc. Maybe check on the authors of the hit piece and see if they
have interests in any Big Pharma companies.

There can be no other reason to debunk you and the huge number of doctors/ specialists and even Nobel prize winners that go against the
oQcial narrative than cognitive dissonance, conCict of interest or just plain ignorance. Go ahead and sue them for slander, libel, character
assassination, hate speech, mis and disinformation. If they don't have the guts to have a debate with you, that shows you they have no
answer----can't win an argument?.. don't have a debate. Good luck.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM
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I hope Dr. Mercola is suing them and maybe he is just keeping it quiet? There should be a GIGANTIC lawsuit with all the real truth
tellers joining in suing the real misinformation spreaders!
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corist
Joined On 4/23/2010 11:35:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right before the pandamic a pastors wife I listen too said the media would swallow their own venom. I didn’t understand until recently when
doctors read the patents namely Karen Kingston whistle blower from P^zer. I think now those who were a part of taking money to spread
lies will themselves come to mercola for help or die. I do not know one person who has taken the boosters to be anything but very ill.
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ThyroidGirl
Joined On 7/11/2017 3:56:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry this is happening to you.  I've gotten SO many people to order your supplements that I'm starting to feel like I work for you. LOL
Keep going.
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GrahameT
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:28:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love your comment 'If You're Targeted, You're On-Target'. Kinda says it all in a few words. You surely know you have a big family behind you
in support but top marks to you for not folding under this sort of evil pressure. GT Sydney Australia.
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MagnumOpus
Joined On 3/12/2014 4:33:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Whole Planet knows the CDC and Fauci did a deliberate whack job on the US population, and they really need Death Penalty
Prosecution, much like Nuremberg's. www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/cdc-announces-overhaul-after-botching-pande..   If anyone really
wanted to put the hurt on Medical Corruption the death tolls, pro^teering from Deuterium's effects on Human Health, Mitochondrial
Functions, Melatonin shut down on cell repair is horri^c. Expose all the Deuterium health cover ups and the NYT's will dissolve like the
Wicked Witch of the West in the Wizard of Oz.  Expose the deuterium health issues and the Times will leave a vapor trail trying to run away
from those massive problems.  Expose Times and Deuterium issues and that will be the end of the Times.
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As long a they spell your name correctly, it's free publicity.
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aemish
Joined On 8/4/2010 6:31:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Flipping around channels the other night this mockumentary came up, and of course being loyal reader since the late '90s of our beloved
Mercola, clicked over to check out the latest ridiculous spin. The whole thing is truly pathetic nothing burger. Does anyone remember when
'The Secret' came out? I rented the movie and kept waiting for the "secret" to be revealed; but all it was was like an infomercial of people's
opinions about it. The secret being I got duped into renting it lol ppff Anywho, that's all this mockumentary is as well. It's a bunch of people
complaining that vitamins he recommended did actually improve their health. I know right, like, huh? Why they make this..? Americans are
imbeciles smh
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, as your article articulates;  "When merely asking questions is deemed a dangerous, if not criminal, act, you know you're living
under an authoritarian regime. It's certainly far outside the accepted norms of "democracy" and "freedom" that the United States has been a
beacon of since its inception." just another FYI, the "...accepted norms of "democracy"..." would demand you be deemed dangerous, if not
criminal if you merely asked a question, if 50.0001% of the populace demanded it be so. the end, THIS IS DEMOCRACY.  Ahhh, the very
de^nition of "democracy". that's why DEMOCRRACY not mentioned in either of the founding documents of the USA. Geeze LOUISE, how
long will it take! WORDS MATTER.
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Way Back Machine is being sued and will soon be gone. In my opinion soon everything that is true will disappear from the internet.
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smilla13
Joined On 2/2/2022 9:27:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The absolutely refuse to acknowledge the fact that the vaccinations are useless and also very dangerous and to me this is terrifying for our
country.
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DonaldRLasterJr
Joined On 10/25/2021 5:19:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola,  You should "thank" the New York Times for advertising for you. After all, any one who has taken the time to learn the history of
the New York Times knows that invariably the opposite of what they print and promote is almost always the truth. So if they are claiming
you are misinformation everyone knows you are information. Especially, when they are promoting what is obvious propaganda. Keep up the
good work.  Don
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ColleenM870
Joined On 8/21/2022 8:59:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I watched the documentary and, in my opinion, the NYT shot themselves in the foot by releasing it.The three people the documentary
followed--Sarah Long, Diane Langston, and Jay Bishop (on behalf of his wife)--all clearly stated that because of information provided by
you, their lives were made better, two out of the three crediting your advice with helping to SAVE their lives, which is an extremely powerful
declaration. Diane Langston even stated that when doctors told her there is no other way to treat cancer, she stated, "Well, I got new for you,
there's lot of ways." Also, Jay Bishop agreed to participate in this documentary in which (in my opinion) the goal of the documentary is to
slander your anti-vaccination stance, and he could not even comment on it because he hadn't read enough about it.

This means that one-third of the people they proceeded to use for this documentary to "speak out" against you who have taken your advice
could not even do so! Moreover, some of the claims the NYT's side was trying to label as "extreme," i.e.

taking vitamin D for immunity, have been irrefutably corroborated scienti^cally. The fact that you built a successful supplement business
(decades ago) does not make you a "misinformation superspreader" today. It is your right to create a business that aligns with your beliefs.
As you called it, Big Pharma and the FDA are now out for the supplement industry as it's their biggest competition. Who better to come after
than the person who has the most successful wellness website in the world along with a wildly successful supplement business?

Lastly, no one is forced to buy your products--the information is out there and it's not accessible on the condition that readers purchase
something. The NYT's side was simply a few people using buzzwords like "misinformation," "superspreader," "extreme," and "dangerous," and
it did not go over well. It was a futile effort that is clearly biased, stemming from the narrative being challenged.
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sherylmerch
Joined On 8/21/2022 9:06:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This piece is biased and terrifying. Why didn’t you respond to NYT? Instead you had to write a piece where you have total control on your
website. All of your loyal followers are blind to the truth. You will probably delete this. These comments almost seem like this group is on
the cusp of becoming a cult. Leaders of groups like these are about total control. The fact that you wouldn’t do an interview speaks
volumes. Tell your loyal followers just how rich you are from what you are doing. Politics do not belong in medicine. SCIENCE belongs in
medicine.
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jriley01comcast.net
Joined On 8/21/2022 8:36:21 AM
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First, let me say that from the beginning I never bought into the Covid scam. My wife and I nor any of my children bought into it. We saw it
for the fraud that it was. Here we are 2 years later and everything that I said then about it has become true. Never wore the mask, never
took any shots, boosters or fell for any of the propaganda and lies. I saw it for what it was. Anytime I went to a store or place like Home
Depot I would be the only person w/o a mask. I never obeyed any signs that said to wear a mask and not one time did anyone attempt to
stop me from entering. It befuddled me that all of the sudden all around me were zombies, blindly following along as sheep in a pasture, the
piper we call the government.

Those obedient zombies gave me the evil eye when they saw me w/o a mask. Yes, I was exercising my freedom in their face and they didn't
like it. It was laughable to witness the insanity of it all. What I saw was fear in action. Fear to be free, fear to live one"s life, fear to say no to
oppression, brainwashing. So called health oQcials, government mouth pieces and all these suddenly promoted "experts" were having a
^eld day twisting and lying out of every ori^ce that they possessed, and the sheep lapped it up. Families turning on one another, lifelong
friendships broken up over a lie, it all was despicable.

I watched the NYT hit piece last night and the sheep they lined up against Dr.Mercola, some of his customers and so called "experts." All of
their nonsense and attempts at taking Dr. Mercola down will only enhance his continued growth and expansion. This is war. In December of
1994 my family and I came face to face with the degrees that health oQcials along with the public school system and CPS will go through
to destroy. Kidnapping our then 14 year old daughter from us based on lies by doctors, teachers and yes sadly family sent us on a journey
that most people would not believe. I fought back hard and beat them, Stay the course Dr.Mercola
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Tanglia
Joined On 8/1/2016 4:48:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is anyone going to view "Superspreader"? I'm not anywhere near as knowledgeable as everyone else on this website is, but I'm not in the
least bit curious. I tried to watch "What the Health" on NetCix, but I found it cringeworthy so much so I stopped watching it immediately.
Almost all of my family and probably my extended family have taken the shot. Most of my extended family are allopathic doctors so it's
pretty much self-explanatory as to why they got the shot. I'm grateful I stumbled upon Dr. Mercola's website and the wealth of knowledge
both he and his readers share. I'm struggling to get healthy, but knowing that Dr. Mercola and other non-allopathic doctors are "in my
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corner" and want me to be healthy is reason enough for me to keep trying. Thank you, Dr. Mercola and all of your guests for sharing what
really matters, our health!
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clancy1
Joined On 5/24/2011 4:27:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glad to read the articles and what has been going on. I believe it is a smear campaign. A sad statement of our humankind, in a time of
refreedom to express ourselves. Hang in their Dr. Mercola we appreciate your information and the freedom to decide for ourselves without
attributions.
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merderola
Joined On 8/20/2022 6:33:52 AM
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I LOVE Dr. Oz! Keep up the God work. Oz.
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GodsWorkInProgress
Joined On 11/5/2017 12:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I used to have some level of respect for the New York Times, but that has dwindled down to nothing now. Biased news outlets that label
everything a conspiracy theory that doesn't ^t in with the status quo narrative totally loses my respect. I've always bene^tted from Dr.
Mercola's insight and advice over the years ... and through this pandemic as well, and fail to see how he is spreading disinformation-- I and
others know many people who have been injured by the COVID MNRA vaccine, and also some who have been injured from ordinary
vaccines...

These injuries are not as "rare" as the media wants us to believe... God bless Dr. Mercola and his loved ones... He and his family are 100% in
my prayers for protection due to the fact that he is not afraid to speak the truth, and is paying the price because he actually CARES about
true healing . We need more doctors like Dr. Mercola, Dr. Malone, and others not afraid to utilize the gifts God gave them to "do no harm"
and restore many from disease and toxins.
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linae.smits
Joined On 6/7/2017 5:33:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This infuriated me. I’ve tried to ^nd the NYT article but no luck. I’ve been posting Dr. Mercola info in Facebook but now I’m banned. Where
else can I go? Who can I contact at the NYT? I’m searching.
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mettalaw
Joined On 2/10/2014 1:57:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Carry on, Doc! In my view, you must be one of the top "Good Health Spreaders" online. Your service to humanity in doing, collecting, and
presenting a wide variety of research is invaluable.
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birdofparadise11
Joined On 8/10/2022 4:35:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The irony about this doc is misinformation comes from the mainstream media. The doc literally makes Dr Mercola look more trustworthy
especially after people dying from mRNA gene therapy injections, which they obviously don’t emphasize in this doc as they should.
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healthyme12345
Joined On 11/14/2013 9:40:38 PM
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It's a sick world. Keep it up--you are helping the cause brilliantly.
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jackdiamondbackgmail.com
Joined On 8/20/2022 12:03:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are a piece of ***. Hope you get the virus and fucking die. The world will be better off without scum like you in it.
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smi7896
Joined On 10/5/2017 2:10:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My god Dr. M, you've scared the royal *** outta these folks!!! My hearty congratulations and deep appreciation for all you have taught me.
Pleeze, never be dissuaded from the truth!!
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM
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Why not sue the NY for difamation, as with Elizabeth Warren?
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phoenixhansen
Joined On 1/15/2009 8:01:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I see this slanderous corrupt information being thrown out by the media, it gives me chills to think how many gullible people are
listening to this distorted twisted information and too dummied down to know better as they are probably part of the unfortunate
“Wal-Martian’s” who must shu�e into Wal-Mart with their oxygen tanks to pick up some inexpensive processed food and their
prescriptions. Unfortunately, we are living on Planet Bizarro right now where everything is inside-out and upside down. It’s a sad state of
affairs when we have political ^gures touting lies, and they are now living proof that the vaccination does not, and never did prevent the
masses from contacting the virus. It’s all obviously sinister. You would think the village idiot would have ^gured it out by now. We’ve been
hoodwinked by the very people who should be looking out for our highest good. They’ve been bought and paid for! So pathetic . . . just
venting. Keep up the excellent work, Dr. Mercola!
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so over this fake pandemic and the viral lies ( literally and ^guratively ) but lies do ALWAYS come out in the end. Usually the tail tellers
slip up or their own lie machines turn against them. In this case the fraudulent PCR test that helped start this mess along with that idiot in
England with this fake computer model BS. The PCR test and all viral testing are just as fake as the way they isolate a so called virus.
viroliegy.com/.../puri^cation-isolation  The PCR test is NOT a clinical tool. The inventor was shouting this truth since HIV and up to his
convenient death in last 2019, Kerry Mullis.

They kept this FAKEdemic going by testing anyone and everyone. That sure came back to take a bite out of Fauci's rear end. The more
testing the more cases because the test is subjective and a based on the lie of an isolated virus. That is how they "spin" it to get as many
variants as they needed to keep the PLANdemic going for years. Once they had the majority of the sheeple convinced to ignore the
Nuremberg Code and take and endless experimental shots the truth became clear that the the magic juice is a fraud even for the most brain
dead among us.

Now will anyone pay? The media? The government? Fauci? Gates? Probably not. But those millions who lost their lives for an illness with a
99% recovery by taking their poison payed the ultimate price. Do those lives matter? Apparently not. We have become a self centered
pathetic society that cares nothing for human life at any age.Sad. THE VIRAL CHALLENGE IS ON: drtomcowan.com/.../the-virus-challenge
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Blo92488
Joined On 7/29/2022 2:00:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Luckily, I've been reading Dr. Mercola's articles for 15 or 20 years and I've seen that he has been ahead of most doctors by years. So many
times what he has written was poo-pooed by other MDs, only to be embraced by them 5 years later. Ive seen it happen over and over. So
when he wrote about the jabs and the Great Reset etc , even though it sounded insane, I took it seriously. And the more I read from other
people as well, the more seriously I took it.  I do think he is being targeted because so many people have trusted his advice for so many
years. We aren't going to stop trusting because of some hit piece by a paid shill.  I would like to know which Big Pharma Co. owns/ controls
the NYT? That is who is pulling the strings.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't worry about the NYT and keep moving forward. Removing articles after a couple days also gives in to them. Never stand down.
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ros81171
Joined On 5/29/2014 1:02:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

when you run out of dialog then you begin to demean, dismantle, denigrate etc. THIS is not just what they are doing to you but have done to
countless physicians, virologists, epidemiologists etc. Here in what was once Oregon a creature who holds an 'environmental' and law
degree has decided that NO physician may RX an alternative therapeutic without suffering loss of his/her license to practice
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musictwinb
Joined On 1/3/2008 10:00:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You certainly don't have to defend yourself to me! They're all a bunch of liars & should all be prosecuted! Thank you for what you do and for
standing up for us and helping us in so many ways!! You are one of my heroes!
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like the Marine riCeman that is always on target, one man can change history. A team of people yielding the sword of truth can change the
world.
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SuperMommyOfTwins
Joined On 12/13/2018 11:43:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've often wondered ... if they can put '^ctionalized' "real stories" on Hulu such as: "Dopesick," "The Dropout," & "The Girl From Plainville" ... if
they can invest ALL that time & effort putting togethers hours of info-tainment with "A-list" stars about The Sacklers, The Silicon Valley
swindler-lady, and a twisted-texting teen, wouldn't a (Flip-Flop) Fauci series be PERFECT?
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SuperMommyOfTwins
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To be clear: They ran the RIGHT story but with the WRONG guy, & with a Cipped script.
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DrKinnane
Joined On 6/2/2009 9:59:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, Dr Mercola, it looks like they've upped the ante on your lawsuit! I hope you make the bastards squeal like the pigs they are and sue them
for every penny you can get!!
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richard96816
Joined On 5/25/2020 10:22:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to sue them for defamation.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think these people have gone out of their minds. They're evil people. Truth means nothing to them. So it's not about having minds.
They care nothing for facts, truth, or human decency. They're in a mass narcissism. People can call it "mass psychosis" - but they're just evil
narcissists and sociopaths. They love the cult of bullying innocent people. Because they're narcissists and sociopaths, they love to see big
government bully people. Narcissists and sociopaths even love genocide. They love all forms of tyranny. Anything evil - they are on board.
The biggest spreader of misinformation is the CDC that changes de^nitions and removes things from their website as needed.

You, Dr. Mercola, are highly respected for your brilliance and sharing of information. Bloviators hate you. And engage in attacks against you.
Yet you share truth. These communist bastards say whatever the government says is "information" and anyone who disagrees with the
government speaks "misinformation". These communist bastards need to get off American soil and move to China if they so hate freedom.
Because their bastardized communism is not welcome here. Keep shining your light and speaking your truth, Dr Mercola. These communist
bastards won't live here much longer. They'll all be deported to China soon.
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mymercola111
Joined On 9/29/2011 11:41:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God bless you Dr Mercola , our country needs many more brave soldiers such as yourself, we will win this war on truth, but we can't wear
down, have to keep ^ghting even harder
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really do not believe those in DC have actually taken the jab. Why have none of them died or had bad reactions, like the rest of the
population? This is why Biden supposedly caught it. Besides, he has other health issues, so I am assuming more susceptible. With the PCR
tests, who knows that the truth is.  They KNOW how dangerous those shots are, so they will not sacri^ce their lives. Better to get rid of the
Serfs.
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Fisher153
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Add as Friend  Send Message

As was stated by Dr. Kary Mullis, PCR inventor and Nobel prize winning scientist, the PCR test is "not suitable for disease
identi^cation." And yet we still do, even after a disgusting false POSITIVE rate (as intended, to cause fear.) Cooking the medical data
books since Dr. Mullis' untimely death in Aug 2019. (and he didn't like Fauci, either)
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SupporterT
Joined On 11/8/2021 11:40:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Traps for fools. Don't worry, we'll ^nd you anyway.
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They must be bored!! Are there those folks that will believe their false narrative.....of course. Why? because they are lazy. The hours I've
spent reading and rereading, watching video commentaries and informational dialogue presented by experts in their ^eld is to say the least
time consuming . However, it has bolstered and supported the God-given commonsense most of us were born with. Developing a remedy
for this manmade, unnatural virus in "warp" speed shouts disaster when the normal time line for developing such remedies takes years not
months. Even at that there are very few "vaccines" that do not come with a downside of one sort or another.

My own physician told me everything in medicine is a "double edged sword". Why are they so afraid of an opposing view point if they are
con^dent about the mRNA product? Why won't they talk about possible side effects ( when we all know some will have them). They have
lied indiscriminately but the apathy among the general population absorbs this misinformation because as stated earlier they do not want
to spend the time or the energy to check and double check what they've been fed.

In addition, what would be Dr. Mercola's end game? To sell a few more bottles of Vitamin D? Please!!! I've been reading his articles for years
and feel his information is honest and helpful. I've been injured and damaged by both vaccines and drugs and know better than to rush out
and put questionable products in my body. They must be frightened of Dr. Mercola to go to such lengths to try and convince people that he
is disseminating false or "dangerous" information. Look at the programming, look at the commercials.....all are abysmal . They are grasping
at straws.
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Don't they have ties to CCP? Have they not taken money from them.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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yeah.New York Time..great in the outhouse.....line bird cages.....bottom garbage cans....they even grind them up to insulate houses....but
like most news(rags)papers are waste of trees....energy and time.and t6he yellow journalist these 'scam-joints' pay to wright their garbage
are scum-bags also......edited by more mindless scum-bags and all are worthless liars...........read this crap???? nope........but they do make
OK ^res.... And who would pay to have this trash delivered???  NOT I...... I buy and take Mercola's V&M simply because they work......and as
an old time person with AS (aspergers Syn) I have found relief from many of the problems I have faced by ingesting larger quantities of
good clean V&M.. ...and I believe Mercola's V&M  are among the best for me......been using Mercola V&M for over a decade....and now his
Organic Beef Organs is excellent....combined with Dr Paul Saladino ...>>  https://carnivoremd.com/
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Lucky7.
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When you are one of the major targets of MSM, you realize how threatened they are by accuracy and fair reporting. They can not debate the
facts, because they will be exposed for their lies. Be Cattered...I try to remember discussing politics with a leftie who had facts...can't think
of one.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/18/2022 4:17:22 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

mdso379
Joined On 10/17/2021 1:25:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a old saying, "YOU CAN'T PUT BRAINS INTO MONUMENTS."  Eventually people will discover the truth or, they will remain where its
most cozy for them to be. Thank you Dr. Mercola and all like you. Eventually truth will prevail.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/18/2022 4:03:26 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This piece by Dr. M. was excellent, well-stated and presented in the classy way Dr. M. does everything. That said he should sue the b@lls
off everyone involved in making this "^lm". It's called defamation of character. Again that said, Dr. M. will prob just rise above it - not hard
for him. We love you Dr. M.! You have a LOT more followers than these crazy people in undeserved, unelected positions, who are just
obviously threatened by you because you SPEAK THE TRUTH and thus fear you -- otherwise they wouldn't even bother wasting all that time,
effort and MONEY on these expensive smear campagins that no one is even going to watch - except maybe the haters themselves - so let
them. So to you Dr. M. I say CHEERS! You are 100% correct in your viewpoint on all they try to do!!  excellent job and keep it going!! oxox

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/18/2022 3:18:34 PM
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gin4797
Joined On 8/30/2020 11:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By the way it will be interesting to know what the viewership data is for tonight’s sham show against you . I know like myself, most people
won’t tune in. That will make a huge statement in itself .
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gin4797
Joined On 8/30/2020 11:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola .. I have been buying health products from you for myself and family, including my pets, for many years even before
the Covid political scam. Want you to know you are very appreciated for everything you do .. I have been “anti vax “ (not ashamed of it)
since the mid 1980s . There has been scienti^c documentation available on the pitfalls of vaccines for many years before the 80s . You
should not be a target . I opted not to vaccinate my daughter at birth in 1987 and only caved in to one measle/mumps shot when she was 6
.

Shortly after the injection (within a few months) she developed a severe painful swelling in her neck that lasted for several days . It was
scary and recon^rmed my original decision. It was severe enough it could have affected her brain. Again when she was in her early teens it
was recommended she get the Gates backed HPV vaccine. She is 35 now and has never gotten pregnant even during times when she
stopped birth control methods. She may never have children. I am a ^rm believer that our bodies have God given immune systems that we
can keep strong with many available natural supplements..

Vitamin D, C, Zinc etc .. the pharmaceutical companies have tried to suppress the truth about this , even to the extent they have tried to
eliminate selling of these products. Insurance companies will only cover pharmaceuticals which is a crime and says a lot about the
dishonest medical ^eld . Prescriptions are covered but doctor recommended natural alternatives are not.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

great post. so sorry about your daughter and you're right.... when i was much younger i didn't get my . until i was almost 18. I had at
least the smarts to go to a clinic to get advice, but the "doctors" poo pooed it. They must have realised i was alone and no guardian,
so what happened, they decided to put me on birth control pills! I started taking them and i kept this all from my parents of course
but since i was, back then, not responsible enough (i would go on and off, or miss several days, etc.) it put my entire system out of
whack and i was never able to conceive.

So you're right, even back then they would anything to get children good and sterilized. In fact, yesterday a woman posted something
to that affect too, on how they used to come around the neighborhood with those big mosquito trucks, spewing out that chemical
soup in the form of a "fun" PINK cloud (yippee! - not) - and all the kids wd ride their bikes right behind it just breathing in all those
chemicals, not mention what residue was left on their clothing!

(their parents either knew or or didn't know). What has come to light since all the covid nonsense is really mind boggling. It Really
makes you wonder and actually think that these attempts to poison the gen pop and keep everyone sick has been going on for many
decades. Just the tactics change. (gotta have a variety). And to be honest that's the ONLY good thing that really has come out of the
covid bs, is the amount of awareness (and suspicion) on behalf of the people of this country.

And our public schools the SICK things they now have the audacity to speak about and teach, right in class! Do everything they can
to confuse the kids even more than they already are at that age, and already are since this covid monster started. Some people
refuse to, but I think MANY have begun to wake up and smell the coffee, realize what's in everything these conglomerates along
w/our dear government serves us every day- that its nothing but POISON.
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a.lisa
Joined On 1/29/2014 3:31:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please do not remove this in 48 hours. Please continue to make this available to anyone.
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very sad what is happening to you in a supposedly democratic country
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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so so true - I never thought I'd see the day.
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mickermo
Joined On 5/4/2009 10:35:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No good deeds go unpunished! Anything the NYT publishes has no impact on those us that know the truth! Thanks Dr. Mercola
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw that NYT headline yesterday on my Google news feed. Couldn't believe they were going after you and your team again. Your articles
have helped educate me and my patients for over 15 years. Keep up the good work.
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our problem is not Dr. Mercola. Nor is it Nature and her miriad virusses with whom we have co-evolved. No, the problem is the psychpaths
who literally are prepared to do anything to push their agenda. Literally anything. Never in my wildest nightmares did I think the people
supposedly safeguarding us would be killing babies. Elite they are not. Who made up that term anyway?
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love your response, I've saved it with everything else for posterity and I share where I can. xooxox
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fra2163
Joined On 4/24/2018 8:18:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi all - but what was the outcome of the retraction that Mercola's lawyers demanded from the NY Times? It was clear that she lied and that
portions of her story were untrue. Was there further action taken by the lawyers? If so , what has been the result? Also would love to have
an update on Mercola's lawsuit against Senator Warren. That was clearly a violation of the ^rst amendment. As a resident of
Massachusetts , i felt compelled to send her a few emails letting her know that I did not appreciate her betrayal of her oath to defend the
constitution and her arrogance. I'm sure it made no difference to her, but it made me feel better.
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memeKnight1
Joined On 11/14/2011 7:03:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fools don't seem to realize that by creating such a video more individuals will do research for their own sake. By doing so, over half of
the sheeple will switch to not succumbing to the jabs. This will only add to the number of followers of a truth teller.
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aneleaa
Joined On 5/31/2016 4:31:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YOU ARE OUR HERO DR MERCOLA! GOD BLESS YOU!
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GoFigure560
Joined On 8/15/2009 8:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The NY Times as well as the folks who shut down your access to normal ^nancial processes MUST be sued !
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If someone had told me in my twenties what is happening right now in the Medical Professions, the news media including the New York
Times, and the people in authority over all of us, I probably would have said NO WAY. If someone had said that a public health doctor would
back a fraud to produce a vaccine that is not even a vaccine, I may not have believed them. But I come from a time where things were a little
different than they are today. My family doctor was a brilliant diagnostic type doctor. He ran his practice out of his house with his registered
nurse. She was his wife. He had huge hands.

But he was one of the best surgeons of the time. He did not charge what doctors charge today in just about every emergency room in the
country. The truth is I had a lot of faith in that man from personal experience over the years. Today's family doctors almost do not exist.
They are totally involved in big money, not practicing medicine. The current standard operating procedure is you either go in lock-step with
what the AMA and the legal profession tell you to do or you will soon ^nd yourself without a license to practice medicine. Only a precise
lawyer setup keeps this Dr. Mercola from drastic action against him and they are still attempting to throw him out if and when they could.

The current brand of people in charge are likely to attempt anything they possibly can to make opposition to their lies impossible one way
or another. That includes a whole lot of dirty tricks. Others have combatted them in the past. Many of these others have succeeded against
authorities. We have become England all over again despite a constitution and bill of rights designed to keep government small. You may
expect the same results as England experienced in two world wars.
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regardless of what you think, please respond to the NYT's article. help.nytimes.com/.../115015385887-Contact-Us  It matters. Spread their
address and this article around to your friends. Respond en masse. That's the only thing that works, en masse. Individuals, like Dr Mercola,
Malone, and even Kennedy, are controlled by the media. En masse.
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lmm71262
Joined On 8/29/2017 11:24:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Italians have a saying, "A lie has short legs and sooner or later the truth catches up". Keep up your work and know that most of the
people realize your only trying to inform, help and warn us of the greed and manipulation of the Pharma industry, now with the blessings of
our government. You have helped my so much through the years with my health and diet, etc. Thank you for being brave and facing up to
their campaign against you.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Argumentum ad hominem is used by all to support or refute and it has been thus since the dawn of humanity. Biden/Trump-
Dem/Rep-Communist-Capitalist-Marxist-Anarchist-NYT-Guardian, none of those labels should enter into any argument regarding science
which is at its core a matter of probabilities and never truth. As Feynman said; "Science is the belief in the ignorance of experts." I speculate
an "educated" journalist asked him if he believed in science. For more than 300 years we had "The Law of Gravity" then along came Einstein.
Now we have relativity and "The Theory of Gravity".

96%~ of the universe is made of unkown stuff. I advise all who are seeking truth about Covid to ask their friendly neighborhood professor
of immunology what is not known. If the response is close to the unknown unknowns of Rumsfeld, that expert is worth listening to.
Whether or not Covid is a bioweapon is irrelevant. The human immune system is very very robust and almost in^nitely Cexible else humans
would be extinct and certainly not occupying all corners of a round planet. Pathological narcissists in government and business have been
trying to develop an effective bioweapon forever.

In the 50s a friend was offered his own lab with unlimited funding at Ft Detrick to develop bioweapons. He declined but others have been
working feverishly since. No real success. Even the "weaponized" anthrax used to frighten Senators Daschle & Leahy into supporting the
war crimes carried out by Bush/Cheney & supported by NYT, only killed seven & sickened 22 among the hundreds to thousands exposed.
That anthrax along with Covid & a myriad of other frighten to control strategies have been used for millenia by the 1%. In my lifetime it
started with duck and cover and has not relented since.
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VitaminD10
Joined On 3/9/2019 8:37:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for the big shoulders in standing up for the people. I bet it can be hard sometimes. Just know that you are helping a
lot of people and we are very grateful for your actions and integrity.
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heries7
Joined On 9/6/2011 2:12:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Continue to shine the light in the dark corners. People need to wake up. They’re killing off people and the way they’re doing it is terrifying.
I’m shocked that the majority are passively subjecting themselves like lams to the slaughter house.
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Kenzie45230
Joined On 8/11/2007 12:17:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you plan to sue.
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qpw5748
Joined On 5/21/2018 9:08:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doc your worst enemies are dear ole bill gates, soros, and the pharma companies. You are hurting their pro^ts. They are not about life,
money only. There is a higher source that will one day make them beg for mercy. keep up the march for life. Quentin
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, our ^ght against misinformation is bigger than we could ever imagine. But our cause is just and trying on you and others who
speak true science that can save lives. We love and support you till the end of this battle we could never imagine could exist. More Court
intervention needs to take place to bring change for the good of mankind. People like Gates and Fauci have cost innocent lives and need to
be removed from society to preserve civilization. God bless you and Humanity.
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bluesky17
Joined On 9/29/2011 8:09:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NYT is a proud member of Freaks 'n Frauds R Us. It's too bad that the deluded and the psychopathic are in charge of our nation and the
majority of our "news" organizations. Best of luck in this endeavor.
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12nlightn351
Joined On 7/15/2021 3:08:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is Fantastic ! It takes the entire NYT to create and manufacture lies to bring you down Dr. Mercola !!! That is actually quite a
compliment !!! Especially after the admissions by the main liars,...this corrupt administration, Dr. Fakecui and the main liar Bill Gates. Thank
you for your in depth and honest, backed by science and common sense, research and sharing that research through your articles.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, the Vax makers have commited fraud, withhheld data that has caused lives, and are corrupt as is the administration in
misleading the country in creating false science. Science says the shots are not vaccines and have been scienti^cally been proven to be
cause of death according to autopsys perrformed by Pathologists. P^zer paid the FDA 2.3 million to rush approval of their "vaccine" on a
self created EUA state to generate revenue by the boatload. To date Fauci or anybody "Provax" has accepted debate with antivax panel and
"Real Science". Its time to clean out the barn and start saving lives.
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goo6050
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Free advertisement for your best seller is always a good thing! Talk about a “badge of honor!” Wow! Dr. M, please know that you are loved
and appreciated by countless millions of us who recognize this Brood of Vipers spewing their venom. We are immune.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The insanity goes on.....the vaccine must be like some sort of magical talisman in the minds of any who still think they have any health
value.
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Boomerguy
Joined On 11/29/2019 1:02:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are the same age and I will continue to spread your "misinformation " as I really HATE these REPTILE BRAIN BOUGHT OFF GLOBALIST
WHORES shilling for Klausy and Billy. This is a very serious war of data no question. You have millions of us with you around the world . I
stopped listening to the Allopathic reductionistic medical cartel years ago.
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visiwig
Joined On 3/8/2016 8:44:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't believe anyone these days believes MSM
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randolph3377
Joined On 7/21/2012 12:01:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The AMA and Big Pharma are criminals. They want to control everything including all of us. I hope people have wised up to how they got
their start. How many billions of dollars have been donated for cancer research by the good people in America hoping for a cancer cure?
The whole system is based on lies and sickness, not health. Does anyone really think that these diseases will be cured by a system that is
supported by and relies on them for their very existence? If a cure was ever discovered, it would be silenced, never see the light of day.
More than likely, there are already cancer cures and more out there. Save your money and stop donating to the very ones that are deceiving
you.
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tonybird
Joined On 8/27/2021 12:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I applaud Dr. Mercola for ^ghting the good ^ght and we need to support him in any way possible. We must also admit there is no honest
journalism anymore. Being a born again Christian I believe these outlets are nothing more or less than tools of satan. In my opinion we are
living in the last of the last days. No I’m not making any predictions or setting dates, but Jesus said to look at the signs of the times. The
Bible is very clear on the events we are seeing. There is so much hatred and polarization we are beyond mankind’s ability to ever come
together. It will take something supernatural which can only come from God.

Truth no longer matters, e.g. having to rede^ne “vaccine”, “inCation”, “InCation Reduction Act”. All that matters to evil is power and control
and sadly we are losing the battle. Their blatant lying to our faces is proof they no longer fear us. Solution? Fight the battles we can win,
educate those who can be convinced of the truth, support those who have the inCuence to make change. I don’t mean to sound alarmist but
I do believe we are in the ^ght for our very survival. My hope is in the Lord.
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acj14044
Joined On 9/17/2021 10:42:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is unfathomable that once again Dr. Mercola is attacked for just telling the truth and presenting a different viewpoint on the mNRA Covid
jab, especially when it’s been proven that the Covid mNRA vaccine does not stop transmission. Millions of people in our world today, don’t
understand the rationale in continuing the mandating of vaccines and boosters when their not working as reCected by the millions of covid
breakthrough cases of the vaccinated; and the fact based science that these covid shots do not stop transmission nor stop the vaccinated
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breakthrough cases of the vaccinated; and the fact based science that these covid shots do not stop transmission nor stop the vaccinated
from getting covid. And the sad part is “the powers that be,” do not want to admit what has occurred with the debacle of this Covid vaccine
mandate, where millions in our world have either died from this vaccine shot or are left disabled with no assistance.

In this case, the risks clearly do not outweigh the bene^ts. In addition to Dr. Mercola, many other doctors such as Dr. Peter McCullough, Dr.
Robert Malone, Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche, Dr. Michael Yeadon, Dr. Pierre Kory, Dr. Ryan Cole and numerous Scientists have been sounding
the alarm on the Covid 19 mNRA vaccine, & bringing up the importance of early Covid treatment & rightfully so. It is unfortunate with the
current narrative of the vaccine mandates, that doctors and scientists such as above have been falsely accused of providing
misinformation, despite the numerous deaths, and adverse effects caused by this vaccine such as myocarditis / peracarditis as well as
neurological disabling conditions, as reCected in the VAERS database.

The public is also grateful to Judge Mark Pittman who ordered the release of the P^zer reports as well as to Senator Ron Johnson, who
didn’t want to censor these doctors and allowed them to speak out either in hearings or forums. The public is also grateful to attorney
Robert F Kennedy for his excellent book, “The Real Anthony Fauci.” He connects the dots between mainstream media, the pharmaceutical
industry & how drugs are approved
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sumosha
Joined On 11/12/2021 9:31:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I still wonder if the vaccine is what caused the massive spread of the virus. No one in my circles (or those of my friends) was getting Covid
until around early 2021 when people started getting the shot. All through 2020 the virus was a mystery and the only signs of it were masks
and lockdowns (except grocery stores and Walmart of course, where Covid does not enter).
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marlenehere
Joined On 5/11/2019 6:23:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wouldn’t start the day, as i have for the past 20 yrs or so, without Dr. Mercola’ generous bank of knowledge and the insights of this
marvelous group. You expand me.
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Piw6958
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:42:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I take great offense at their statement "and the people who believe everything he says without question."  If there is one thing which  I
believe we can ALL AGREE it is that  Dr. Mercola's  followers are some of the  most inquisitive and investigative on line today.  Which is why
we  would  always take the word of Dr. Mercola  OVER the NYT
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EdMovius
Joined On 4/6/2019 1:53:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even bad press is good publicity. The NYT controllers are shooting themselves in the foot by drawing attention to Dr. Mercola.
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deb08
Joined On 8/27/2007 1:52:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We're all here with you Dr. Mercola. And still we are...
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All one needs to do is to read, 'The Grey Lady Winked", by Ashley Rindsberg to know what the New York Times is all about: lying.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What an honor! I wonder how many subscribers this site gets whenever they give him free press? I hope zillions. I feel so lucky to have
found Dr Joseph Mercola. Even the Catholic church sold out to the Gates/Schwab cabal, as the church says “The Holy Father has de^ned
vaccination as an act of love'.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve been a reader of Dr Mercola’s articles for years. He has helped me with lots of things. I’m thankful for him. Dr Mercola they know that
you’re telling the truth and those lying lizard people just can’t stand it. You have a lot of people that believe in what you’re doing. Bless you
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doreenbol
Joined On 3/31/2011 4:55:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THANK YOU for your amazing work to get the truth out Dr Mercola! Your courage and commitment to health has saved countless lives!
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GayleHoefker
Joined On 4/5/2009 9:28:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep up the great work! I look forward to your newsletter each day.
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lrg2000
Joined On 4/8/2012 8:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You might be able to make a living just taking them to court?
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may ^nd this interesting > "MONOPOLY - Who Owns The World?" by Tim Gielen Published January 9, 2022
rumble.com/vrxm15-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-by-tim-gielen-english-su..
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Prophoto
Joined On 8/17/2010 4:17:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scary to go up against a medical expert like Sheera Frenkel, especially now that the establishment's Covid vaccine claims have collapsed.
According to Frenkel's Lindkedin bio, she's got a degree in journalism from Boston University and spent a decade covering the Middle East.
Will she be NYT's next Walter Duranty?
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We, The People......need to START SUING these CRIMINALS. And SHOW NO MERCY with the $$$$ that 'we' sue them for.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sueing criminals? Lawsuits accomplish nothing. Criminals need to be charged with criminal Actions. There are Laws which de^ne
the parameters of criminal activity and the terms of criminal prosecution. The only persons who bene^t from lawsuits are
ambulance chasers posing as attorneys, and their buddies employed by corporate extortionists.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stop World Control has the story of Reinor Fuellmich and his pursuit of legal action..
stopworldcontrol.com/jury/?inf_contact_key=11c409c73814081d58e2f407260..  , and they are trying to get us to speak up. The suit
has been at the Hague. This covid fear agenda is just a part of the plan to kill capitalism and restart the world so that 'they' own
everything and we rent from them and "are happy". How do "they" get your house? your land? They are planning to tax you to death
so that you give it up. Already, when you die the state is taking what you have, that is what the post master at my Post oQce told me.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The number one spreader of Missing Information (misinformation for short). But I think there are more people spreading missing
information than ever before. Fact checking requires the diligence to check science facts and not opinions which may or may not represent
facts at all but hidden agendas or ^bbing. The absence of stating journal references should be a warning. Then again I would ask how many
science papers they read per day? Now look at the topics Mercola covers from the trial studies themselves, historical, audit reports on the
studies, cost/bene^t analysis, statistical data, VAERS analysis, testimonials, legal and ethical analysis, and other contributing studies and
there are more topics of coverage not mentioned.

So who is doing their homework and science and how many science papers are you reading per day maybe 10...20...30.? Then ask Mercola
how many they read (over 1000 I believe) and the areas they cover to get a clear picture. Many more topics than you will ever cover or
reference. Again who is being informative those who read lots or those who do not?...Baaaa..
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velodude
Joined On 5/18/2020 2:39:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for being a 'superspreader' of TRUTH for 25 years! I've been fortunate to have been following you for about 20 of
those years. Your work to help humanity by 'spreading truth' has consistently put you in the crosshairs of the globalists pushing
totalitarianism and the Big Pharma-controlled "healthcare" industry that will always try to demonize, persecute, censor and silence any
voice not echoing the oQcial narrative. Thank you for your courage, tenacity and wisdom all these years, and especially for never giving up.
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JenJenJ
Joined On 6/25/2021 7:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Couple things I want to make, ^rst, this: I SAW ^rst-hand, not something I was told or read (on screen) a CNN video (I believe it was CNN
but cannot state absolutely) interviewer approach Dr. Mercola while he was ^nishing a bike ride and they asked him if they could ask him
some questions about covid. He said, "yes" ---- Quietly, politely, and with good agreeable manners he said "yes" - and the interviewer came
straight out and asked him "Do you feel guilty about all the people you've killed spreading your misinformation?" (Or something nearly
verbatim to that) Now, my uncle is an attorney, and he calls that type of questioning, the "When did you stop beating your wife?" question.

When did you stop beating your wife? (love that logic) There is no answer you can give and anything you say will incriminate you, guilty or
not. Since the interview was clearly rubbish, he again, calmly, politely walked away. I can't remember exactly what they said but they
aggrandized the context of this regarding how uncooperative Dr. Mercola was.

What? That was ridiculous. They pushed him into a corner where there was no way to answer the...well, it wasn't a question it was a charge,
a vicious charge. Second. Just this week (August 2022) I have known 5 people who have been "shot" 4 times with a 'vaccine' a married
couple and two individuals (4 shots 2-vaccine, 2 boosters for the couple, the individuals each had 2 vaccine shots and I one of them had
one booster, unsure of the other only that they had 2 original vaccine shots.) And they all have "come down with" covid in the past week-10
days.

I've never had a vaccine (but I did have covid before vaccines were even heard of) and what that means, I have no clue. Maybe I'll get it
(again) tomorrow and die, I don't know, but I think it's pretty apparent that the 'vaccine' means little as to whether I will get it or not. So, let's
look at these things I've said, just from one person, one experience, and do the math.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really don't think you will ever get covid again. I also got it before it was named (Jan 2021) and I've been around several people who
had it and didn't know yet, but I never got it again. However, my whole family never got it, ^nally gave in to be vaxxed and then they all
got it, mom went to hospital and they gave her Remdesiver - I spoke up that that would kill her, and they quit.
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EstherOul
Joined On 6/11/2021 5:31:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The movie might not do "well," but it might do a lot of good---it will probably convince many more people that Dr. Mercola is right. What I
^nd astounding, though, is that, with all the problems facing the world, they chose to do an entire movie about one individual? I think the
overall message of the ^lm will turn out to be: "Hey, pay attention to what this doctor is saying. It's crucial."
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fact that they are coming after you Dr. Mercola means you are on target, and they know it. Hang on in there because the truth is slowly
creeping out and they will only be able to hold the Coodgates back for so long. Watching GB News (Mark Steyn) at 8pm Monday to
Thursday is so refreshing because he drops so many truth bombs and has some excellent guests on. These truths are beginning to touch
even the most vehement Covid cultists, evidenced last night, when all his guest speakers, most of whom were staunch jab advocates
stated they were shocked at the truths revealed by their guest speaker Dr. Aseem Malhotra stating they will not be taking any more of these
shots. www.gbnews.uk/news/doctor-who-promoted-covid-vaccines-on-tv-calls-for-..
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jdrose199
Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well if you have not ^gured out by now what is going on then you never will. At this point even if you did get the shot you should know. Fool
me once shame on you fool me twice shame on me.
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courtneylynn
Joined On 10/7/2011 8:01:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think in the end, the show will actually be a double edge sword for them. Giving some critical thinkers a moment to pause and connect the
dots who were coming around already, so to speak. The ones who were on the fence to begin with will see through this and how desperate
the media is. It's like the media has realized that it has been putting out false information and it bothers them that they were duped, too or
more likely they've been aware that this has been a mess from the get-go, and they have to keep putting up a farce as long as they can. It
would be interesting to see who is funding this 'documentary'.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MANY say they have taken the shot but in reality have not. These people have forged documents saying they are vaxxed even though they
are not. This loop hole is deliberately allowed by the authorities in all countries. Dr. Anthony Fauci and President Biden either did not take
the shot or the shot is ineffective. Either is concerning.
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freedomofcchoice
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:58:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is mentioned that Fauci and Biden both got sick but do you really believe they really got the jab???? freedomofchoice
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EstherOul
Joined On 6/11/2021 5:31:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sure they did get the shots. Many jabbed and boosted friends of mine got Covid. But they all said the same thing: "If I hadn't
gotten the shot, it would have been much worse." But how could they know that?
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think they got the vax. The cabal doesn't tell one single person the truth about the vax. The mission is to kill off as many as
possible, they are leaving the decision up to them. 60% of Americans have at least one shot.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

long past the time saying this, but if anyone gives a rip about what the fake media thinks it's their problem. Choose sources wisely. Critical
thought RULES!
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Pet Rock
Joined On 5/5/2007 10:43:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a way to post this video on FB?
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a long-time follower of this site I have, for all these years, appreciated the honesty - virtually unseen anywhere else. As the New World
Government approaches (2024) headed I assume by Bill Gates and his gang using the disgraced political platform of the WHO there is an
obvious way to end all this utter nonsense. Hijack the WHO. Gates and his gang did it. So, who has the power to reverse that? Take control
of the WHO, one target, one agenda, gain control of the 179 countries signed up to genocide and mass murder and stop the entire process.
There must be a way. Anyone know what it is?
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Stop World Control stopworldcontrol.com/jury/?inf_contact_key=11c409c73814081d58e2f407260..
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Mic8766
Joined On 10/15/2020 8:09:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please keep doing what you are doing, Dr. Mercola. We Trust your information that stimulates us to seek out the Truth about our own
healthcare. Thank you for saving my entire family and many friends from the Evil C-19, and those unhealthy treatments and “killer vaxes”.
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RFlocal
Joined On 9/29/2009 7:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There actions will increase mercola traQc- Nothing they do to counteract their failed narrative works well at all these days like the
boomerang video they created and tried to make trend that all who saw it said fake- Tough sledding for the CFR Media crowd
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Reminds me of Madeline L'Engel who wrote the book "A Wrinkle in Time." I LOVED that book as a kid. Beautiful fantasy. Madeline was
a very devout Christian who was meanly attacked by Christians for that book. Believe me, there was NOTHING offensive in that book.
I read it in fourth grade. Completely clean. But the Christians attacked her for it being "fantasy." She became very angry and
defensive, then she ^nally realized "Ah, well, it is great publicity!"
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cajunken83
Joined On 7/26/2021 7:47:30 AM
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We don't believe mainstream media, keep doing your good work. There are more of us than there are of them, we will prevail.
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car6386
Joined On 11/23/2015 9:57:45 AM
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They want to eliminate your voice. And the rest of ours too.
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MaryJ610
Joined On 1/19/2012 10:39:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These woke liberal demoncrats are evil people. Dr. Mercolas articles have helped so many people and convinced me thank God not to get
the death jab which killed my healthy 98 year old mother. I watched the decline in a matter of 3 months and begged her not to get the death
jab, but the fear mongering evil doers have an agenda . Its called the great reset and their hopes are to depopulate.   LETS GO BRANDON!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Mary.... my mom got the jab and a few months later was diagnosed with lymphoma (a week ago). Mom also was healthy and never
been sick except a head cold ! And it doesn't run in the family.
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riccirak
Joined On 5/18/2019 9:01:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

#1 Who reads NYT anyway. #2 Apparently NYT hasn't listened to CDC admit they are and have been wrong the whole time they were
destroying us. #3 Dr Mercola has not been wrong. All it requires is reading and a brain. #4 Ivermectin and wild oil of oregano works and
fast. I know many people who are walking testimonies. Enough said.
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drn2326
Joined On 9/7/2015 3:20:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doctor Mercola is the the real deal when it comes to helping people with in the healthcare arena. I have been following him for at least 12
years and maybe longer. I trust him and he truly wants to help people with the best health information on the internet. You should follow
him too. Don’t believe the radicals that try to destroy him and his honest work.
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TRISHA725
Joined On 2/12/2021 2:35:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent article! Keep up the good work Dr’ Mercola. Whenever someone is targeted unmercifully, you know they’re telling the truth. In the
beginning God told me to stay far away from “the jab” and Dr.Sherry Tenpenny’s work details how the spike protein remains in the cells with
a weakened immune system it can replicate
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stay strong, Dr. Mercola. I do not know how you do so, but it gives me heart to see your amazing fortitude, courage and capacity to share
vital information daily. Knwedge is power. Science is inquiry and discovery, not technocratic torpor and coercion .God Bless and Keep You.
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123DRM
Joined On 12/3/2016 4:12:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m so glad for you that you realize have this corrupt paper on your back is actually telling you that you are doing the right thing. :-)
Congratulations and keep up the good work. Many more these days are waking up to the reality of the corruption in the media. Their power
is waning.
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56Captain
Joined On 9/6/2021 6:58:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr . Mercola, Please do not lose heart or your vision to help people with the truth, by these liars!!! One day they will stand before the
ultimate judge and will not be able to give account for what they have done. God have mercy on their souls.
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settinsun11
Joined On 1/19/2011 12:26:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Joseph Mercola is the Best Don't let them beat you,We the people need you
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A free society demands informed, educated, and thinking citizens.  Those who challenge the narratives, ask questions, understand
nuances, demand transparency and full disclosure, has a reference library.......etc.  "The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to
comprehend." ~ Robertson Davies.  If one has not prepared their mind to comprehend the truth, how will they ever see the truth?  I label
those who have yet to see the truth as "not-sees."  IMHO - too many "not-sees."
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The toilet paper of record...that is the new york times
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Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hahahaha. Love that.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is why I shop for my supplements on the docs website instead of in Canada I respect truth and truth tellers. Thank you Doc, for
slapping the world with the truth rather than kissing us with the mainstream lies.
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

10,000 people a day being killed by covid vaccines... There are varying educated opinions about the true number of deaths caused by
Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) "vaccines" worldwide... According to Steve Kirsch, a conservative estimate is around 12 million people, a
^gure 40 times higher than the number of Americans who died during World War II.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and to think not ONE person or entity has remotely been held to account for ANY of it in the 2.9 years post whu-Cu lab release in
CHINA. Not ONE! Round and round we go. Until the known perps "feel" real accountability...none of this ends. Look at Wallensky yday
say simply ooops sorry, and that she will "make sure" the CDC is run more eQciently going forward as if nothing she "intentionally"
did or was told to say had any real effect on humanity these past few years. These perps who are orchestrating all of this must be
held to account. We KNOW who they are and have for how long now?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you go back and read the program and notes from Event 201, held October 2019 as the preview to this so-called plandemic, their
initial target was 50 million deaths. Oh silly me, that was only a tabletop exercise. It has no bearing on what actually occurred,
right?!?
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM
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Dr. Mercola, it is an HONOR to be blasted by the mainstream media. We ALL have to stand up to the misleading information that is put out.
Yesterday I got banned from the Washington Post for making a comment that gave the most recent VAERS number of dead and adverse
events. I wrote to their customer service site with the headline: Washington Post Digital Commenting Community Ticket ID # 2456950: I'M
PROUD TO HAVE BEEN SUSPENDED ONE MORE TIME....#8 HOO-RAH!! I informed them that they cannot hide the facts forever. Here is my
offensive comment:...The FIRST thing the CDC needs to do is to INFORM people by letting people know the statistics put out by VAERS.

It comes from the CDC but they never publish it with their emails... New VAERS Data as of Aug. 5, 2022 (posted August 12, 2022)... 32,775
Total Deaths and 1,472,434 Total Adverse Events... 30,162 P^zer/Moderna and 2,613 J&J Deaths... 1,379,438 P^zer / Moderna and 92,996
J&J Adverse Event;....Your account has been temporarily suspended from commenting In accordance with The Washington Post's
community guidelines your account has been temporarily suspended. While suspended you will not be able to comment, use reactions or
report comments... Please rejoin the conversation on August 24, 2022, 11:52 AM
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Its_All_Light
Joined On 3/29/2012 2:12:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The liars and their lies will be exposed to all one day and I hope they go to jail for the rest of their lives, for what they have done and are
doing to this world. Dr. Mercola and other truthful people will be vindicated, when the world comes out of its hypnotic state. I've concluded
that hypnosis is the only explanation for those who are still clueless as to what's going on. Bless you Dr. Mercola. We are with you every
step of the way.
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How more negative propaganda how more positive reaction about your real articles. A layer in long term destroys himself. Be course the
truth always win.
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MagnumOpus
Joined On 3/12/2014 4:33:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the problems with deuterium in the water and foods and the Times will become like the Wicked Witch when touched by water.
Disintegration of the Times with deuterium truths----- www.youtube.com/watch
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den8612
Joined On 8/6/2020 12:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's disgusting to hear idiots like Joe Biden, Tony Fauci, Bill Gates, Rochelle Walensky, and Rachel Mad-Cow promote COMPLETE
DISINFORMATION about the "vaccines'" stopping and preventing illness, transmission, hospitalization and death. LIARS. Then CDC comes
out with the truth when they can no longer hide it-- and people STILL believe the lies-- Amazing!!!
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kate.henry.chch
Joined On 10/16/2018 2:56:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear and beloved Dr Mercola, you have been a guiding light to me and my friends for a decade. We love you and are wholeheartedly grateful
for all the work you do and have done. Our prayers are with you. You are light in this dark world. Blessings on you Dr Mercola and hugs
from, Kate, in Christchurch New Zealand.
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iSelim
Joined On 8/18/2022 12:37:11 AM
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Sue them, win, make millions, do more good. And no, unlike what this "reporter" claims, I don't unquestionably accept everything you say. I
think the NYT is 'projecting' what their own viewers do. I do my own research to corroborate your assertions. Thanks for your hard work.
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merderola
Joined On 8/20/2022 6:33:52 AM
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Joe Mercola is like all con-men, when fairly critiqued he goes into histrionic backCips to claim he’s been victimized, that there’s a
conspiracy, that only he holds the truth. This feeds into the continued exploitation of the real victims, his followers. I’m a contrarian by
nature, but I’ll tell you one thing, I will always be more suspicious of corporations and dishonest “freedom of speech” capitalists then the US
government. There are lies and unfounded speculation all over the Mercola universe, that’s not up for debate because it’s true. Mercola
doesn’t care about anyone that doesn’t have money to buy his products.

Are many of them legit? Sure, of course. Buy some Vitamin B. But this dude has the exact MO of conman #1, Donny J. Get rich by any
means, then play the victim when anyone questions his honesty, smear the accusers all while cultivating a sense of (falsely) empowering
the disenfranchised that believe he is looking out for them. You threaten his pro^ts, you see the playbook. I bet less than 1% of the true
Mercola believers will see this movie because their devotion to the guy worth more than $100 million cannot be swayed by any means.
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Surcord
Joined On 8/1/2021 11:03:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I suffered from severe annual upper respiratory infections my whole life until a decade ago. They almost killed me when I was a kid. Then I
got fed up and studied alternative medical therapies, physiology, and biology. I learned to cut waaaaay back on mucus-forming foods like
starch (you know, chips, bread, pasta, cake, cookies, french-fries, etc.) and dairy. I greaaaaatly increased my consumption of fresh fruit &
veges. That was all it took to stop getting infections. Now, if I go overboard on soda, Sour-Patch Kids, cookies & ice-cream, and other
mucus-forming garbage for a couple weeks, all that snot they make starts coming out of every pore & ori^ce in my body.

It’s accompanied by all the symptoms labeled “cold” & “Cu” headache, fever, chills, coughing, sneezing, congestion, buggars, etc. It has
NOTHING to do with germs and EVERYTHING to do with dietary errors. I like to demonstrate this for friends who are still bamboozled by the
germ-theory propaganda the drug business uses to make people think their health is diminished by invisible demons that Coat through the
air and can only be exorcised by their magic potions. That con has been going on for at least 100 years. When the masses learn to be
healthy by eating healthy, the drug business will lose a LOT of revenue.

When my dietary choices result in the above symptoms, I know the body is overCowing with toxins that I put in it and is trying to clean them
out. So, I help it “clean house” by fasting: I stop putting food in it and only consume water. Our bodies are plumbing systems that have to be
Cushed like toilets that are overCowing. If I get so hungry while fasting that I can’t stand it, I eat low-sugar WATERY veges like steamed
zuchini with butter & salt. After 48 hours of fasting, the symptoms have cleared up 80% because the body’s plumbing system has been
Cushed out. I’ve heard the process may take longer with age.
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I watched it last night. What a joke. Nothing Dr. Mercola has said was disproven. In fact, the NYT never even attempted to disprove
anything. The best they could do was continually refer to him as a spreader of misinformation--without ever telling precisely what the
misinformation was. I enjoyed learning about Dr. Mercola's background. Did anyone notice the last quote of the episode? "The
commissioner of the FDA has said that he believes misinformation is now the leading cause of death in the United States." Seriously, you're
the NYT.

Why not do some investigative reporting to determine whether that statement is true. Actually, I do believe it's true. Misinformation spewed
by Big Pharma and Big Government and Big Tech. On a side note, I agree that Mercola emails are way too sensationalized. For years I've
been complaining that half the time the titles of the articles don't match the article itself. This certainly takes away from the credibility of
Dr. Mercola and should be corrected.
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DonaldRLasterJr
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Misinformation is causing death. But it is coming from the Pharmaceutical industry, politicians, and government bureaucrats who
have been lying non-stop to get control and make money. The fraud and lies have been exposed from many sources. That is one
reason I call the COVID-19/Wuhan/Fauci virus reaction a "scamdemic". If they had told the truth upfront the whole thing would have
been over in around 2 months. The facts are out there for people to ^nd. They just have to start being adults and thinking for
themselves.  The lies of liars invariably get exposed.
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tswearin2
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The video link seems not to work.
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